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Ron Unz June 29, 2023

The Fall of Afirmative Action?, Ron Unz
unz.com/runz/the-fall-of-affirmative-action

← Americká pravda: Harvard, rasová diskriminace...Afirmativní akce
a židovský slon... → 
Sdílejte s Gabem

Podle většiny názorů se rozhodnutí Nejvyššího soudu 6-3, které ruší
politiku pozitivních akcí Harvardské univerzity a dalších amerických
vysokých škol, zdá být podstatně silnější a rozsáhlejší, než mnozí
očekávali. I když je těžké přesně předvídat, jak se tento právní
precedens vyvine, vítězství těchto asijských žalobců může znamenat
velký potenciální obrat ve vlně politiky rasové „diverzity“, která se
jinak zdála být v posledních několika letech zachvácena všemi. let.
Ještě nedávno v květnu 2022 jsem byl docela skeptický, že by
Nejvyšší soud byl ochoten zrušit téměř padesát let právních
precedentů v této otázce, a jsem velmi rád, že se ukázalo, že jsem
se zcela mýlil.
Vzhledem k roli mé vlastní analýzy meritokracie z konce roku 2012,
která původně vyvolala tuto žalobu, budu citovat několik odstavců z
mého doprovodného sloupku New York Times :

https://www.unz.com/runz/the-fall-of-affirmative-action/
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-harvard-racial-discrimination-and-holocaust-denial/
https://www.unz.com/runz/affirmative-action-and-the-jewish-elephant-in-the-room/
https://gab.com/compose?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.unz.com%2Frunz%2Fthe-fall-of-affirmative-action%2F&text=The%20Fall%20of%20Affirmative%20Action%3F%2C%20by%20Ron%20Unz%20-%20The%20Unz%20Review%0A
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https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2012/12/19/fears-of-an-asian-quota-in-the-ivy-league/statistics-indicate-an-ivy-league-asian-quota
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Stejně jako jejich předchůdci z dvacátých let vždy popírali existenci „židovských
kvót“, nejvyšší představitelé na Harvardu, Yale, Princetonu a dalších školách Ivy
League dnes existenci „asijských kvót“ důrazně popírají. Existují však silné
statistické důkazy o opaku.
Americké univerzity každý rok poskytují údaje o svých rasových zápisech
Národnímu centru pro statistiku vzdělávání, které tyto informace zpřístupňuje
online. Poté, co ministerstvo spravedlnosti na počátku 90. let uzavřelo vyšetřování
obvinění, že Harvardská univerzita diskriminovala asijsko-americké uchazeče,
začal Harvardský hlášený počet asijských Američanů postupně klesat, z 20,6
procenta v roce 1993 na zhruba 16,5 procenta za většinu posledního desetiletí. .
Tento pokles se může zdát malý. Ale tytéž roky přinesly obrovský nárůst americké
asijské populace ve vysokoškolském věku, která se mezi lety 1992 a 2011 zhruba
zdvojnásobila, zatímco počty nehispánských bílých zůstaly téměř nezměněny.
Podle oficiálních statistik tak procento asijských Američanů zapsaných na Harvardu
za poslední dvě desetiletí kleslo o více než 50 procent, zatímco procento bílých se
změnilo jen málo. Tento pokles relativního asijsko-amerického zápisu byl ve
skutečnosti větší než dopad židovské kvóty na Harvardu z roku 1925, která snížila
židovské prvňáčky z 27,6 procenta na 15 procent.
Procento vysokoškoláků z Asie-Američanů zapsaných na většině ostatních škol Ivy
League během stejného období také kleslo a během několika posledních let se
počet asijských studentů na těchto různých univerzitách sblížil na velmi podobnou
úroveň a zůstal v průběhu času statický. To vyvolává podezření na společnou
politiku Ivy League, která má omezit asijsko-americká čísla na určité procento.

Tato statistická zjištění byla ilustrována v jednoduchém grafu, který
demonstroval, že za poslední dvě desetiletí se zápis asijských
Američanů postupně sbližoval v celé Ivy League, přičemž se prudce
lišil od rychle rostoucí asijsko-americké populace, přičemž
pokračoval pouze přísně meritokratický Caltech. sledovat to druhé.
Bylo by těžké si představit zjevnější vizuální důkaz asijské kvóty
implementované napříč Ivy League a tento graf byl znovu publikován
Times a velmi široce šířen mezi asijsko-americkými organizacemi a
aktivisty, kteří zahájili svůj soudní proces v následujícím roce. Takže
historické knihy mohou nakonec zaznamenat, že nejbohatší a
nejmocnější univerzita na světě byla snížena jediným nápadným
grafem.
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22. října 2018 jsem diskutoval o zahájení soudního sporu na
Harvardu a jeho původu:

https://www.unz.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/AsianEnrollmentTrends.jpg
https://www.unz.com/runz/american-pravda-racial-discrimination-at-harvard/
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Tento minulý týden začal u federálního soudu v Bostonu soud kvůli současnému
soudnímu sporu, ve kterém sbírka asijsko-amerických organizací obviňuje
Harvardskou univerzitu z rasové diskriminace ve své politice přijímání na vysoké
školy. New York Times , naše celostátní rekordní noviny, poskytovaly téměř denně
zpravodajství o vývoji případu, přičemž příběhy se někdy dostaly na titulní stránku.
Minulou neděli, těsně před zahájením soudního řízení, vydal Times velký článek
vysvětlující obecné pozadí sporu a velmi mě potěšilo, že můj vlastní výzkum z
minulosti byl citován jako důležitý faktor podněcující soudní spor, přičemž reportér
dokonce včetně přímého odkazu na můj titulní příběh o 26 000 slovech z roku 2012
„Mýtus americké meritokracie“, který poskytl silný kvantitativní důkaz o
protiasijských rasových kvótách. Ekonomický historik Niall Ferguson, dlouho jeden
z nejprominentnějších profesorů Harvardu, ale nedávno odešel na Stanford,
podobně zaznamenal roli mého výzkumu ve svém sloupku pro London Sunday
Times .
Před dvěma desetiletími jsem v The Wall Street Journal publikoval široce
diskutovanou zprávu o poněkud podobných otázkách rasové diskriminace při
přijímání elit. Ale můj novější článek byl mnohem delší a obsáhlejší a rozhodně
vzbudil větší pozornost než cokoli jiného,   co jsem kdy publikoval, předtím nebo
potom. Poté, co se objevila v The American Conservative , její stovky tisíc
zobrazení stránky překonaly všechny rekordy této publikace a přitáhla značnou
pozornost v médiích. Sloupkař Times David Brooks jej brzy zařadil jako možná
nejlepší článek roku v americkém časopise, verdikt podpořil špičkový redaktor The
Economist aTimes sám rychle uspořádal sympozium na téma Asijské kvóty ,
kterého jsem se s nadšením zúčastnil. Forbes , The Atlantic , The Washington
Monthly , Business Insider a další publikace všechny diskutovaly o mých
pozoruhodných výsledcích.
Konzervativní kruhy projevily značný zájem, Charles Murray zdůraznil moje zjištění
a National Review později publikoval článek , ve kterém jsem vysvětlil důležité
důsledky svých zjištění pro právní platnost rozhodnutí Bakkeho z roku 1978
Nejvyššího soudu USA.
Značná reakce byla i ze strany akademické obce samotné. Rychle jsem obdržel
pozvání od Yale Political Union, Yale Law a University of Chicago Law School,
zatímco profesor Ferguson diskutoval o mé znepokojivé analýze v dlouhém sloupku
Newsweek /Daily Beast s názvem „Konec amerického snu“.
Kromě toho jsem také zveřejnil související kritiku naznačující, že se moje milovaná
Harvardská alma mater v průběhu let proměnila v jeden z největších světových
hedgeových fondů se zbytkovou školou připojenou pro účely osvobozené od daní.
To také vyvolalo obrovskou diskusi v mediálních kruzích, přičemž liberální novinář
Chris Hayes to tweetoval a velkoryse prohlásil, že je „velmi žárlivý“, že článek
nenapsal sám. Mnoho z jeho kolegů propagovalo dílo s podobně příznivými
poznámkami, zatímco univerzita rychle reagovala na tyto vážné finanční poplatky
slabou veřejností .
Mezitím, aniž bych o tom věděl já nebo jiní vnější pozorovatelé, Harvard sám
zahájil interní vyšetřování protiasijské zaujatosti, kterou jsem tvrdil. První výsledky
univerzity očividně obecně potvrdily moje obvinění a naznačovaly, že pokud by byli

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/13/us/harvard-affirmative-action-asian-students.html
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https://www.unz.com/runz/harvard-as-hedge-fund-harvard-replies/
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studenti přijímáni pouze na základě objektivních akademických zásluh, mnohem
více Asiatů by dostávalo tlusté obálky. Vrchní administrátoři Harvardu však studii
pohřbili a neudělali nic, přičemž tato důležitá fakta vyšla najevo až po letech během
procesu odhalování současného soudního sporu o asijské kvóty.

Následuje výběr mých delších nebo důležitějších spisů na toto téma.
Zveřejnění mého článku o Meritokracii o 26 000 slovech na konci
roku 2012 vyvolalo řadu navazujících sloupků, které se zaměřovaly
na konkrétní prvky mé analýzy, diskutovaly o výsledném
sekundárním mediálním pokrytí a odpovídaly na různé kritiky a
komentáře:
Konečně, toto rozhodnutí vrchního soudu jistě povede k
intenzivnímu zaměření na statistiky zápisu na našich elitních
univerzitách. Po celá desetiletí byly všechny tyto vysoké školy
povinny poskytovat svá demografická data Národnímu centru pro
statistiku vzdělávání , kvazivládnímu subjektu, který tyto informace
zpřístupňuje veřejnosti, i když ne ve vhodném formátu. Nicméně
jsme stáhli a zobrazili stejná demografická data pro všechny tisíce
amerických vysokých škol na naší vlastní webové stránce, takže
jsou snadno dostupné pro každého, kdo se o to zajímá.
Zde jsou odkazy poskytující vysokoškolskou demografickou historii
za roky 1980-2021 pro různé vybrané vysoké školy:
Související čtení:
← Americká pravda: Harvard, rasová diskriminace...Afirmativní akce
a židovský slon... → 
Přihlaste se k odběru nových sloupců
 
• Kategorie: Historie , Ideologie , Rasa/Etnicita •
Štítky: Akademie , Afirmativní akce ,
Antirasismus , Asijské kvóty , Harvardská univerzita , Meritokracie ,
Nejvyšší soud 
← Americká pravda: Harvard, rasová diskriminace...Afirmativní akce
a židovský slon... → 
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1. Thrallman says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:45 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
This is a big win for Equal Protection, and a share of the credit
has to go to Ron Unz.

The decision will help soothe the racial animosities afflicting
America nowadays. Speaking for myself, a promise of fair
treatment has reduced my commitment to White Nationalism
75% from this morning.

Of course, it is still only a promise.

• Thanks: JimDandy
• LOL: AnalogMan
• Troll: Tallest Skil, fnn
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

2. June 30, 2023 at 3:47 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Thank you!

“The U.S. seems to have the worst of both worlds at the
moment. Decreasing social mobility and it is becoming
increasingly less meritocratic.” – May 25, 2017
https://www.unz.com/isteve/nyt-in-enormous-success-scientists-
tie-52-genes-to-human-intelligence/?showcomments#comment-
1884751

Why SFFA v Harvard Matters
 The lives of DEI bureaucrats have just gotten a lot harder

 Jun 29, 2023
 https://www.richardhanania.com/p/why-sffa-v-harvard-matters or

https://archive.is/X8eoF

• Agree: Dieter Kief
• Replies: @res, @Anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. bob jones2 says:
good work Mr. Unz

• Agree: QCIC, James N. Kennett
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

4. Chebyshev says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:14 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

Although it is difficult to predict exactly how this legal precedent will play out,
the victory of these Asian plaintiffs may mark a major potential reversal in the
tide of racial “diversity” policies that had otherwise seemed to be sweeping all
before it during the last few years.

These colleges are going to rely more on the essays by the
applicants about their racial backgrounds.

Given that the admissions employees are often uneducated,
maybe white students could write about their working class
parents or grandparents in order to appear simpatico. Even
better if they can emphasize a connection with a particular
regional or ethnic culture.

• Replies: @MGB
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
5. Unz Fan man says:

June 30, 2023 at 4:22 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Whats strange about the Harvard decision is the HUGE elephant
in the room (aside from not mentioning Unz’s name as Lord
Voldemort effect):

That WOMEN gain the most from affirmative action, not just in
colleges but in everywhere! This can all be traced to Title VII in
1964 civil rights act (and in turn to soviet communism). Women
are in huge college and jobs admissions benefiting from
affirmative action unnaturally far more than racial minorities ever
could.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=bob+jones2
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=QCIC
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=James+N.+Kennett
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Chebyshev
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Unz+Fan+man
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6. anon[348] • Disclaimer says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:30 am GMT • 9.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
So when will the 101st Airborne be sent in to enforce this ruling
like they did in Little Rock?

When do we get to see armed soldiers pulling low-scoring black
and Jewish students out of classrooms they don’t deserve to be
in, and putting high-scoring Asians and whites in their places, in
accordance with the meritocratic American Way? That will be
happening any day now right? On the topic of the American Way
and American Values, have Israel’s schools be integrated with
their local minorities yet, or are they still segregated?

https://www.unz.com/masthead/#comments-policy
https://cdnph.upi.com/svc/sv/upi/2422151941066/archives/1/17fdcd4bd406d8c0d7a604d33dd97bc9/Negroes-slip-by-angry-mob-enter-school-whites-leave.jpg
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• Agree: europeasant, Rich
• Thanks: HT
• LOL: BlackFlag
• Replies: @anonymous
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
7. Jar Jar Binks says:

Dear Mr. Ron Unz

Thank you for all the work and research that you have done over
the years that helped bring about the lawsuit and subsequent
supreme court decision.

• Agree: ariadna, Complex Pseudonymic Handle, Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://img.buzzfeed.com/buzzfeed-static/static/2018-02/15/13/asset/buzzfeed-prod-fastlane-03/sub-buzz-29688-1518720774-1.jpg
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=europeasant
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rich
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https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=BlackFlag
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Jar+Jar+Binks
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=ariadna
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https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rich
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8. New Dealer says:
You forget to include the rogue neocons infecting China with a
plague.

(And then strenuously denying that a China lab leak caused the
plague.)

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

9. anonymous[104] • Disclaimer says:
@Aldonichts
Affirmative Actions benefited mostly JEWS that were less qualify
than many Asians/Indians and many WHITES nonjews…JEWS
were given admission priveleges in spite of NON being qualify…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
10. Anon[315] • Disclaimer says:

But is it good for the Jews ? How does this decision effect
Jewish enrollment ?

• Replies: @Pop Warner
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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11. Justrambling says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:15 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Affirmative Action has never been my cup of tea. And that goes
with any system that rewards mediocrity. That, by the way,
includes Jewish mediocrity, which is protected not by AA, but by
the all pervasive antisemitic and holohaux cards.

However, so far as I know – no matter how passionate the
denials, nothing that I can see will erase White r@cism from the
Supremacist mindset. And that is where any legislation simply
cannot reach or impact. This has nothing to do with unearned
privileges.

Legislation against entrenched attitudes, temperaments
embedded in the psyche is futile. America’s claims of attempts
at winning the hearts and minds of the millions it conquered,
occupied, brutalized and killed by the millions has done zilch to
accomplish that at home, like educating on the merits of
tolerance and repect, empathy, compassion, rapport, etc. Try
telling this to DeSantis.

• Replies: @Lemmy Tellyuh
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Justrambling
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12. prime noticer says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:26 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Roberts left a loophole, not that it matters much, since colleges
will just ignore the court if they feel like it.

the Supremes also allowed any service academy to continue
with AA.

of course it’s a good ruling considering the last 50 years, but not
a great ruling. no Roberts loophole, no academy exemption
would have been better.

and it’s only helpful if there is vigorous enforcement. which
remains to be seen.

• Agree: fnn, Automatic Slim, TKK, ariadna
• Replies: @HbutnotG
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
13. Upton S. says:

June 30, 2023 at 5:37 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I hope everybody understands that this ruling will lead to more
diversity not less. The asian percentage will greatly increase and
has already, Ron‘s chart is still stuck in 2011! The white
population is declining ans Blacks and Hispanics will find other
ways to bypass this ruling. The Jewish percentage has been
declining for a decade already. Ron is simply not up to date.

• Replies: @sarz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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14. Jim123 says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:38 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 1,000 Words   ↑
After offering to give Palestinians less rights than that envisioned
in Lord Balfour’s 2 Nov. 1917 “Declaration” to Lord Rothschild,
Bobby Jr. stepped in it big & bad a second time today, with this
filth:

1] Regarding the Supreme Court banning affirmative action in
higher ed — I know many Americans feel that purely race-based
decisions are unfair. However, this feeling misses important
context. The effects of racist policies going back centuries are
now self-perpetuating (sic).

 2] Affirmative action (sic) understands this and uses race-based
policies to undo the effects of racist policies.

 3] “Color-blind” admissions tend to favor those who are already
in the circle of privilege. It favors those who grew up in affluent,
educated (sic) households. Wouldn’t you like to invite in those
who have been left out in the cold?

Regarding the Supreme Court banning affirmative action in higher ed — I
know many Americans feel that purely race-based decisions are unfair.
However, this feeling misses important context. The effects of racist policies
going back centuries are now self-perpetuating.

— Robert F. Kennedy Jr (@RobertKennedyJr) June 29, 2023

Either he didn’t read the decision, or took the liberty to be
incoherent. Of note, Massachusetts Governor Maura Healey —
minutes after decision published online — issued an incoherent
statement of her own, that included signatures from nearly all
college and university presidents in this state [& numerous
senior officials in her government]. I wonder how some of those
sitting on boards of trustees feel, since none of them would have
voted to authorize this political statement on their behalf by their
college president — as none of them would have read 237 page
decision including dissent. And I’d guess few signing it read this,
either.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Jim123
https://twitter.com/RobertKennedyJr/status/1674527565170524161?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Completely absent in Healey’s political conspiracy-stunt are any
working class people — regular citizens outside of formal
organizations. At no point does she claim the decision is
unconstitutional.

What is one to make of an entire state government apparatus
licking boots of “the wealthiest and most powerful university in
the world”?

The problem — and potential ethics violations of Massachusetts
governor — in a nutshell is that: Supreme Court affirmed that
institutional racism — as practiced by Harvard, etc., violates
equal protection under the law, i.e., 14th Amendment to US
Constitution in articular.

As a matter of law, the constitution designed to protect
individuals against institutions [against tyranny], and their abuse
of “the little guy” as it were. In other words, against tyranny of
the institution and all its means and power, against the
individual, veritably naked against Goliath/Institution.

Here in Massachusetts, the institution of our state government
— instead of accepting the fact that this institutional racism was
practiced by the wealthiest and most powerful university in the
world — instead is doubling down to defend wealthy elites, at
expense of the individual. This used to be antithetical to
everyone who claimed membership in Democrat Party [of which
I’m still a member]. This Party now uses an entire state
government apparatus to swear by the institutionally racist
policies and actions at Harvard. [In a similar manner, under
Republican Governor Charles Baker, Massachusetts, with
highest proportion of covid deaths in the world — and this
happened in a state with largest medical industrial complex in
the country; zero accountability, in other words, went hand and
glove with public health failure after failure.]
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The June 29, 2023 court decision stated that a big “risk is that
race would be used not as a plus, but as a negative—to
discriminate against those racial groups that were not the
beneficiaries of the race-based preference. A university’s use of
race, accordingly, could not occur in a manner that ‘unduly
harm[ed] nonminority applicants.’”

“But we have permitted race-based admissions only within the
confines of narrow restrictions. University programs must comply
with strict scrutiny, they may never use race as a stereotype or
negative, and—at some point—they must end. Respondents’
admissions systems—however

 well intentioned and implemented in good faith—fail each of
these criteria. They must therefore be invalidated under the
Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment”.

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/22pdf/20-1199_hgdj.pdf

Either Kennedy believes in the US Constitution or he does not.
On one hand, we possess free expression, right to carry, that he
vociferously supports; yet institutions may practice institutional
racism, including his Harvard Alma Mater — despite its patent
illegality under our constitution — according to him, our
governor, and an assortment of political animals calling
themselves college and university presidents.

This decision may return and/or focus the issues of class and
social/economic status, as key determinant of ones place in the
pecking order of society — and end the folly now practiced far
and wide — especially at Massachusetts colleges and
universities — of using race as the Trojan Horse ”’gold
standard”’ ”’indicator”’ of class and social/economic status. If this
decision can begin to do that, then it will have accomplished
something in the public interest, and possible betterment of
working class, working poor and destitute.

https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/22pdf/20-1199_hgdj.pdf
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I am not so foolish to believe this country would ever elect
someone from working class again; when men speak as
charlatans, despite all their other excellent positions on issues, it
is duty of patriotic Americans to call out their blatant dishonesty
and deceptions, period. As a practical matter, Harvard has never
been in the business of fostering democracy; it is in the business
of exactly what Kennedy express in his unfortunate statement:
create illusion they speak for the people. They don’t, they can’t
and they don’t know how to assuming they ever wanted to. This
is not amoral, rather, this is class warfare, and Supreme Court to
their credit took a sledge hammer to this charlatanism ongoing
for decades in higher ed. . . .Anytime status quo is institutionally
upended in favor of working class against upper class, that is a
good day, however rare that may be. . . .

PS
 Run Unz, thank you for all your hard work over many years on

this.
 -30-

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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15. Richard B says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:52 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
None of this makes a bit of difference. Whether the university is
run and/or occupied by Jews or Asians, and their poc pets and
obedient white useful idiots, Asiatic Barbarism will continue to
replace Western Civilization. In fact, we’re already there.

Since the sun is setting on free speech, and TUR is known as a
free speech site, let’s speak freely.

The university is a European conception. It was the creation of
white men.

 It is now run by those who hate white men. It has been for ages.
So, it is now no longer a university. It might still be called that.
But it isn’t one, and for a reason devoid of any complexity.

The university will always be a product of the culture, as is any
social institution. For this reason the university depends far more
on the culture in which it is immersed than it does on the
pedagogical atmosphere created artificially within it.

But the university has abandoned the teaching and transmission
of culture. And we are living with the sinister consequences. Just
look around.

The idea of the university, which took centuries to develop, was
to become cultured.

Not “cultured” in any ornamental sense. One doesn’t become
cultured so they can quote Shakespeare at dinner parties. Not at
all. They become cultured by learning the vital system of ideas
that the civilization lives by, to both survive and to enhance the
quality of life.

Say that out loud at any “university” today and you’ll be arrested
for inciting a riot.

 That is if you survive (in itself rather doubtful).

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Richard+B
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The university is not supposed to be a place where one goes to
simply become a professional, a specialist, or to do research. In
short, a learned ignoramus. It is a place where one is supposed
to learn the system of ideas that serve as an effective guide to
our existence.

As Ortega said almost 80 years ago, “Culture is what saves life
from being a mere disaster. It is something that enables man to
live a life which is something about human tragedy and inward
disgrace.”

But that’s exactly what life has become, especially university life,
because it has abandoned the teaching and transmission of
culture. The university today is a Barbarian Factory. It produces,
or should I say, deposits a sub-human collective that is primitive
in relation to their problems. Problems which are grimly and
relentlessly modern!

And now we’re back to why none of this makes a bit of
difference. Whether the university is run and/or occupied by
Jews or Asians, etc. Asiatic Barbarism will continue to replace
Western Civilization. In fact, we’re already there.

• Thanks: TKK
• Replies: @Richard B
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=TKK
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16. Been_there_done_that says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:02 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

“…Asian Quota implemented across the Ivy League…”

It appears that the essential revelations of the analysis in the
article more than a decade ago, namely excessive favoritism
toward Jews and extreme discrimination against highly qualified
non-Jewish “White” applicants in the university admissions
decisions, have been thoroughly suppressed, including in
yesterday’s Supreme Court ruling.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Been_there_done_that
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17. IronForge says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:14 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Sorry to say; but I think the Diversity-Equity-Inclusivity-
OpenBorders-Trannie-Woked recently up-ended the Tables by
getting Universities to not consider Standardized College
Entrance Exam of the SAT/ACT Persuasion.

The older recent Gender/Sexuality-Identity ClownShow didn’t
help, either.

Let’s see the Woked Apply their Cacophonous+Schizophrenic
Ideologies(LOL or Thank Me if you liked that) to:

*MCATs/MedSchools
 Medical Board Certifications (Imagine if you had to conduct

Hormone and Genital Molestations to Minors in MD_School
and/or to become a/an:

GP
 Endocrinologist

 Psychiatrist/Psychologist
 Urologist

 OB-Gyn
 Surgeon
 Neurologist/Neurosurgeon

 Anesthesiologist

*LSATs/Law Schools

*STEM Graduate/PhD Curricula

*Military Recruitment/Service (return to McNamara – call it
“Slow-yd Austin’s Corps”

*Whitehouse, SCROTUS, and Congress…OOPS! Already
happening; but you get the drift…

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=IronForge
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Just another S.S.D.Disaster in “Marching Moron” / “Camp of the
Saints” Murica…

• LOL: 24th Alabama
• Replies: @24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=24th+Alabama
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18. chris says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:15 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑

So the history books may eventually record that the wealthiest and most
powerful university in the world was brought low by a single striking graph.

So in spite of the constant waxing about freedom and equality
being universal values, Jim Crowe was alive and doing quite
well (thank you) in the Ivy League, all this time.

The flagrant double standard is simply outrageous. Reminds me
of the Joseph Sobran quote that whenever you observe a
double standard, look for the single standard.

Fantastic resolution to the story of Ron’s truly slaying a many-
headed dragon.

Obviously, Ron’s graph is even more damning, than proving the
lawsuit against Harvard, which could have claimed to be an
innocent mistake or institutional momentum or something, it
definitively also proves direct collusion to discriminate against
Asians at all the Ivys. Meaning that they definitely got together
and agreed to discriminate and not allow more than 16% Asians
in the student body; and they all stuck to the bargain!

Leaving behind them this crystal clear and perfectly preserved
trail of corruption and crime which went on for at least a decade
until discovered by a very astute and intrepid observer.

Had this been done against blacks or Jews, this outrage would
have been a national scandal of momentous proportions in the
whole country. It would have spawned mass resignations in all
the schools, truth and reconciliation commissions, and of course,
massive class-action lawsuits against these institutions and
against the individuals involved.

As things currently stand, however, look for the deafening sound
of trees falling in forests and one-handed clapping.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=chris
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Or else the deafening sound of obfuscation in order to hide their
outrageous hypocrisy.

• Replies: @Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
19. Zarathustra says:

Democratic Dictator Biden is furious. He wants to eliminate
Supreme court.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

20. WorkingClass says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:33 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Asians might get a break. But Academia hates hates HATES
white men and will find a way to block them. Gregory Hood
(scroll down) points to a poison pill inserted by “Justice” Roberts.

Anybody can read the Constitution and know what it says. But
only nine people can know what it means. The Supreme Court
should be replaced by a jury.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zarathustra
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=WorkingClass
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21. Cpt_Obviuos says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:39 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
OK, so this will allow marginalized Whites to rightfully be
admitted to universities that are committed to anti-White
organizations. This is a win?

Not to mention the fact that even if more Whites are now
accepted, and then get degrees, they are still not going to be
hired by woke employers (or certainly those who will not resist
the government’s insane quotas with regards to DEI). This will
not affect Asians to the extent it does Whites. But what good is a
college degree if you cannot be employed in the field in which
you studied (and probably spent a moderate amount of taxpayer
dollars to receive said degree)?

This was not a victory for anybody. Definitely not hyphenated
Americans. Now Whites and Asians will receive their spots by
merit and intelligence, which will result in more resentment for
those non-White, non-Asians who feel marginalized (but
strangely entitled). The aggrieved minority will predictably wail
(which, ironically, will not include the Asian minority). But since it
has been proven that this minority will never be anything other
than a minority — thus the court’s ruling — it is a step in the right
direction to get capable people in the positions in which they
belong regardless of race.

Or do you trust your government to install the “right” people to
do it? I mean, they have done such a great job so far.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

22. Zarathustra says:
Naturally it means that in near future the ruling class in America
will be Chinese.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Cpt_Obviuos
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zarathustra
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23. Oscar Goldman says:
Now what about your people’s 10 fold over representative share
of ivy league seas Ron?

• Replies: @James N. Kennett
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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24. June 30, 2023 at 7:18 am GMT • 9.1 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
Mr Unz, you’re getting “lost in the woods” here.

This “just” in:

The US government has absolutely _no_ original constitutional
authority to be involved in education in any way, shape or form.

Government interference in “education” has effectively already
destroyed education facilities and institutions in the US.

They are all now mostly mere government propaganda outlets
that do little more than heavily indoctrinate all students into a
“government knows best/government works/ government can
solve our problems” proto communist/fascist mindset, when the
naked truth is, as a minimally government “educated” famous
rock star famously once astutely observed:

“Everything the government touches turns to crap” [Ringo Starr]

Fully private, free market education institutions of any type
should be completely free to allow or refuse entry to their
particular institution for any reason it/they so choose, whether
their admission decisions are based on race, religion, or
something else.

Supposedly favourable Supreme Court decisions are a mere
useless, cosmetic distraction that ultimately will make little or no
difference to the present functioning of governments wholly
criminal/fraudulent indoctrination/”education” racket.

As long as the government continues to fund and regulate most
“educational” facilities, its criminal fraudulence will continue, by
any means necessary, unabated, regardless of any Supreme
Court decision.
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As with many other areas of our lives that the US federal
government now very effectively mismanages and destroys [see
Ringo Starr quote above ] , the US government needs to be
gotten entirely out of its criminally fraudulent “education” racket.

“We’ve got to start us a new revolution
 And get back to the old constitution

 We’ve got to stand up and fight for the whole Bill of Rights
 Its time to start over again”

From song: “New Revolution”:
 

Regards, onebornfree
 https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/

 https://onebornfreesfinancialsafetyreports.blogspot.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

25. 24th Alabama says:
June 30, 2023 at 7:57 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Most Americans will be happy that we are done with affirmative
action, the “other” A.A., and I am delighted that Ron has
achieved one of his life goals, a merit-based education system.
Since AA has been in place for about 50 years, the process of
dismantling it is a challenge.

Instead of giving Blacks and Hispanics a boost in math and
science, I propose that we handicap Asians by requiring them to
use an abacus and slide rule, allowing others to have a laptop,
calculator and a one hour head start.

Government hiring and promotion practices will prove resistant
since so many managerial positions are now held by AA
beneficiaries. Brace yourself for shock and awe if this bunch is
capable of actual merit-based hiring.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://onebornfree-mythbusters.blogspot.com/
https://onebornfreesfinancialsafetyreports.blogspot.com/
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=24th+Alabama
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26. Dumbo says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:07 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I don’t think it will make any difference.

“Meritocracy” is not a good concept anyway. First, pure
meritocracy is impossible, there’s always nepotism and
networking, and second, well, while I suppose it is a bit better
being replaced by smart Asians instead of dumb Africans, in the
end, it is not a great idea either, at least from the replaced
people’s point of view.

Still, it they remove AA, that’s good. I haven’t looked into the
actual decision.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

27. Jim Richard says:
The Supreme Court “decisions” are opinions. This particular one
I agree with. For the most part their rulings have worked to bring
this country to its knees. The courts were never meant to be our
rulers.

28. eddie the swarthy rat cellar says:
The Deep State will find a way to sneak NAMs in

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Dumbo
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Jim+Richard
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29. Сергей Гончаров says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:45 am GMT • 9.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
It looks like someone up there started getting it that one need
intelligent, well educated and gifted people to run the system,
build weapons and technologies to compete with China and so
forth so on. They cannot do it with affirmative actions bringing
more morons into higher education. Hence the trend will be
reversed. For me it doe snot matter the race or ethnicity of those
who are admitted. It is all about merit and performance. If blacks
and Latinos cannot perform, I feel for them. Probably they
should study more and learn form those high performing
students. I also wold like to add that my son who is my pride,
passed local government exam and finished number one in
large metropolitan area of the Northern America setting record
for the past 3 years among students of his age. He has been
studying very hard with my and my wife assistance and in math
school. I always tell him to follow words by our great Vladimir
Iliich Lenin:” Study, study and yet more study!”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=%D0%A1%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B3%D0%B5%D0%B9+%D0%93%D0%BE%D0%BD%D1%87%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%B2
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30. europeasant says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:53 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
I and my White children have been victims of “Affirmative
Action”.

I was honorably discharged from the US army in 1976 after two
years of service. I took the army battery of tests and qualified for
every army job (electronics, finance, computers etc). Imagine my
surprise when I went to Illinois Bell looking for employment and
being told that they were only hiring minorities. Almost the same
response at the post office.

Same thing happened to my children. They applied to a Chicago
public high school (Northside College Prep). The enrollment at
this school would be based on test scores and grades. When the
administration found out that the school freshman population
would be 75% White children they had a Sh##Fit and imposed a
quota of 35% limit on White children. The total public school
system population at that time was only 8% White.

Yea, so since that time I have ill will towards Negroes and so
called Hispanics. Some might call it hate but since hate is now a
crime I will refrain from using that term.

• Agree: anarchyst
• Replies: @Achmed E. Newman, @Pastit
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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31. June 30, 2023 at 10:04 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
AAAAnnndd—Nothing will change!

You think for one minute that anybody in Harvard or elsewhere
in college Marxistvilles is going to stop from doing racial quotas?
Harvard says that applicants will have to write an essay. Well,
“I’m first generation Columbian immigrant”—You’re in. “I’m from
an impoverished oppressed black area of Chicago”—You’re in.

This decision means nothing. For they will continue on as before
but secretly! Wink, Wink, Nod, Nod. Grand Valley College near
Grand Rapids, MI, already came out with a statement that says
full speed ahead on equity and diversity! —Nothing has
changed.

How are you going to enforce that–you’re not. Marxists are
going to do what Marxists do–They don’t care about any “Nazi”
law or Nazi Supreme Court decision—They are going to do what
they do. Anything a conservative does is “Nazi” to them–so they
will just jettison it!

And for “conservatives” that applaud this—The joke is on you—
You are NOT conservative! All the Ivy League schools should
ONLY have Anglo-Saxon students! To not pay attention to race
—Is Gnostic–Is Leftism!!!! This “color-blind” ideology IS Judeo-
Masonic-Bolshevism! Both Affirmative Action and Color-
blindness ideologies are Jewish! Sorry! You are NOT
conservatives whatsoever. As Jesus said, “It is NOT right to give
the food of the children to dogs”! He’s right. The fruit of this land
and our culture belong to us–not to foreigners.

The Natural Law is “Birds of a feather flock together”. That is
How Nature works! Segregation by kind–THAT IS
CONSERVATISM–conserving the Old Order, the Natural Order!
So there is no celebration to be had–but horror and crying over
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stooopid people who do not know what they are doing—
stooooopid people lost in Judeo-Masonic-Bolshevist
gobbledygook.

You are all Gnostics!

• Agree: Automatic Slim
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

32. NewCarOwner says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:28 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The charts show Whites declining precipitously, yet Asians were
the more effective attack vector. Why is that? Also, what
percentage of Whites admitted to ivy league schools are
Jewish? I imagine the only way to research would be to go
through a list of last names and speculate. Is this possible?

• Replies: @europeasant
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
33. Bruno says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:36 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If someone says in an essay how much his life was informed by
being black – like the Jews speaking about Pogroms and Shoah
– and is picked, he will be positively discriminated and I don’t
see how this would be forbidden by this decision in any
meaningful way.

That was processed by Sotomayor during oral arguments,

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Automatic+Slim
https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=NewCarOwner
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34. Realist says:
This SCOTUS decision was a partial victory…a step toward
meritocratic admissions. But as Chief Justice Roberts is wont to
do, he added appeasement to the decision, opening the door to
a holistic approach to admissions.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

35. June 30, 2023 at 10:45 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Nice job, Ron Unz! I except lots of work-arounds and White
people crawling back under the covers when the word “racism”
is thrown at them, but it feels good anyway!

My concern with AA has nothing to do with the Ivy Leagues, but
with the workaday world in which the White man has been
discriminated against for over half a century.

Long live Clarence Thomas!

• Agree: anarchyst, europeasant
• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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36. Liborio Guaso says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:54 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The West is returning to its roots of racism and religious
extremism.

 The repeal of Affirmative Action is a return to racism and in
Europe they are already burning non-Christian religious books.

 It is a return to the past and soon it will be allowed to burn alive
whoever bothers for the Sunday distraction of the populace.

 Like in the times of the Inquisition.

• LOL: europeasant
• Replies: @Priss Factor
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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37. OilcanFloyd says:
How does the decision affect employment and educational
opportunities for the masses? Asian representation at the Ivies
is the very tip of the tip of the iceberg as far as the damage that
AA does.

• Replies: @Kratoklastes
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
38. We are all Dumb says:

Too bad Jews are still in charge and the government
bureaucracy is filled with nogs and rainbow diversity. Good luck
getting thru that

• Agree: Kratoklastes, Pastit
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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39. onetwothree says:
@Aldonichts
You’re missing the point. It’s all about Ron getting a chance to
cite himself.

• Agree: Verymuchalive
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
40. Kevin Barrett says:

June 30, 2023 at 11:34 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Mainstream media are suppressing any mention of Ron’s role in
setting the stage for yesterday’s decision. They presumably
don’t want to send people to this site, and the American Pravda
rubric in particular. You can push back with comments and call-
ins asking why they’re ignoring him.

I’m also pushing back by featuring Ron on my live radio show
this (Friday) evening 8 to 9 pm Eastern on
http://www.revolution.radio .

• Thanks: Realist, Kratoklastes, Biff
• Replies: @whataliar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
41. American Citizen says:

@Aldonichts
The ruling followed the law and the Constitution. That’s why the
Left hates it and is reviving the court packing argument in the
name of fairness and equity.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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42. Emslander says:
June 30, 2023 at 11:48 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The NYT has already announced the new strategy for keeping
the most competent students out of the Ivy League and other top
universities. It’s to accentuate subjective elements of the
application, like essays and interviews, in the qualification
process.

In case anyone hasn’t noticed, the problem is that all institutions,
from charitable organizations and schools to government and
churches, have been infiltrated and overtaken by those opposed
to quality, sense and competence in the culture of the USA.

The dissent by the affirmative action justice on the Supreme
Court signals her inability to understand fundamental principles
of justice. She just says, but Wa-Wa that means stupid people
won’t run the country any longer if this goes on.

They’ll never give up.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

43. Observator says:
June 30, 2023 at 11:50 am GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I can’t say whether affirmative action was ever appropriate but
what galls me is that foreigners, Asians who have little or no
connection to historic America, sabotaged a plan that was
worked out with probably the best of intentions (yes, yes, road to
hell and all that) to mitigate a real effect of America’s unique
cultural obsession with skin pigment. Reading Clarence Thomas’
gleeful opinion on the matter reveals what a seriously disturbed
little man he is, though I suspect he may yet prove his utility to
the republic if he is still around when the first state reparations
law comes before the court. Sometimes a self-hating Negro in
the right place is a useful creature to have around.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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44. ariadna says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:04 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
“I’d been quite skeptical that the Supreme Court would be willing
to overturn nearly fifty years of legal precedents on this issue,
and I’m very pleased to have been proven completely wrong.”

Not completely wrong. As I understand it the decision does allow
the admission boards to take into consideration, as one of the
criteria of admission, the applicant’s testimony of personal
experience in terms of persecution/deprivations suffered for
being a member of a historically persecuted minority.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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45. PenDracoInsularis says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:08 pm GMT • 8.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Americans are inferior genetic peasants who try replace proper
breeding and real bloodline aristocratic titles with college
degrees.

1.)College is where the smart people were about 70 or so years
ago but now college is merely high school 2.0.

2.)College is basically obsolete for various reasons including
those stated by Ivan Illich in his book “Deschooling Society”.

3.) You don’t even need a college degree to be a computer
programmer, work in cybersecurity, or in the cutting edge of AI
but you just need a tenacious attitude and perhaps certain IQ
threshold is required, as well.

4.)You still need a college degree to be a doctor or lawyer etc…
but doctors are morons who lack all critical thinking skills e.g.
their superstitious allopathy etc… is the 4th or 5th leading cause
of death of Americans (Hippocratic Oath, anyone ?) and lawyers
are scumbags etc..

• Replies: @HbutnotG
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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46. Anon[429] • Disclaimer says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:17 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Affirmative Action (AA), like all these other “woke” policies is
akin to bullying. Like the school yard bully, people generally get
fed up with the harassment and react. This is something the DEI
pushers never seem to comprehend, they never grasp that there
will always be a backlash when folks get fed up.

In reality though, dumping AA makes no difference. Cries of
racism will still echo through the halls of academia and the
Dean’s office when some stupid black man is rejected from
admittance.

In spite of that, Universities are no longer centres of learning,
they are businesses ! Professors do not care who is admitted to
the place or who if anyone attends lectures. Everyone,including
the dopers, sex fiends, and boozers get their fancy piece of
wallpaper festooned with ribbons regardless.

As such, Asian, black, White, East Indian or whatever get to
graduate. They pays their fees and they gets their diploma. The
majority of graduates are as dumb as a shoe sole and are
immediately hired by previous graduates in top positions but
also just as dumb. Hence we get a band of brothers who are all
idiots.

Dont take my word for it. Just listen to the shit expounded by
these elites. The sanitation worker who dropped out of
Kindergarten has more sense.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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47. The Alarmist says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:19 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The Ivies et al will find other ways to promote their favourite
pets. The only way to deal with the Ivies et al is to cut off the
pipeline of posh jobs that await their pets upon graduation, and
given how many of those are in government or government-
close industries like banking, this will be a task akin to Hercules
cleaning the Augean stables.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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48. RoatanBill says:
June 30, 2023 at 12:34 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
This decision isn’t enough.

All the civil rights legislation that made discrimination against
white people law needs to be abolished. In truth, the entire set of
laws needs a makeover to eliminate absolutely ever reference to
people that can be construed as a reference to a subset of the
people.

Laws should only reference the general category of ‘person’ and
not what type of person to make the law blind to ethnicity, and
every other characteristic. Also, the idiocy of conferring
personhood on to corporations has to be completely eliminated
and corporations need to be restricted from spending on
anything but that which directly affects their product or service.
They should be prohibited from all social spending, lobbying,
and push advertising should be banned. Every corp has a web
site and its there that they should advertise their offerings, not
constantly pushing their products through the various social
media companies platforms that harvest user data precisely for
selling that information to advertisers.

Google, Meta, etc need to have their source of advertising
income cut to nothing. Let them charge a fair price for service to
consumers and that would change how they view the world.

• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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49. Tallest Skil says:
@Aldonichts
Whites will still be discriminated against in all facets of society,
period.

• Agree: Pastit
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
50. HT says:

June 30, 2023 at 1:02 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
This is a weak ruling and not what it appears to be. The pathetic
John Roberts wrote in the majority opinion that blacks can still
claim past discrimination which colleges can then take into
consideration for admission. He basically undermined the power
of the ruling and neutered it. Colleges will literally guide blacks
through the process showing them how to get admission
preference with made up tales of discrimination.

• Replies: @res
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51. Trinity says:
June 30, 2023 at 1:11 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Whitey has been complaining about affirmative action for
decades and nothing was done. It took gooks complaining to
finally attempt to end this farce. “It ain’t over until it’s over”
though. Nigra and others can’t accept equality for all and special
treatment for none.

Whitey would use the NBA as an example to no avail. The nigra
only accepts the premise of the most qualified person being
awarded the job if it favors him. Fact: The gooks particularly the
Nips are more intelligent than PRESENT day Whites, at least
scholastically thanks to our public skoo system being ruined by
violence, drugs, alcohol, teachers who are not qualified,
teachers more concerned about having sex with students
instead of teaching them, (((indoctrination and Hollywood))) etc.,
etc… Look at the Chink who navigated the Rubik’s Cube in 3
seconds. Do you think the average spic or nigra could complete
the Rubik’s Cube in 30 minutes.

I recall seeing some school work, test, or homework assignment
for an 8th grade student from the 1930’s or 1940’s a few years
back. Guaranteed affirmative action “collage” grads like Michelle
Obama would fail.

And women? No woman should be a fireman or police officer
patrolling the streets. They physically are not built for that type of
work. Women prison guards in male prisons? Give me a break.
Many women of all colors have been awarded jobs through
affirmative action as well. As a cop would you want a 5’6″ 120-
130 female partner when the SHTF?

• Agree: HbutnotG
• Replies: @anarchyst, @tamo
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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52. Treg says:
June 30, 2023 at 1:25 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
This morning, as soon as i read the wonderful Supreme court
ruling which we all hope is the deathnell for Affirmation Action.

Then I stood up with my coffee in my left hand, with my right I
saluted Ron Unz.

I said out loud, “You’ve done it! From the mighty pen, you threw
a long spear so far and hard that you struck the big leftist whale!
Your attack came from the whale’s unsuspecting ‘Asian side’.
Well done Ron, WELL DONE! I salute you!”

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/e2e_VbAjx5g

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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53. Peter Johnson says:
June 30, 2023 at 1:45 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It is an extremely important decision, even beyond academia
since it will quite quickly impact the large corporate sector and
the public sector.

Thanks for your massive contribution to getting the case started.

The universities are scheming to get around the ruling by vague
subterfuge, and this has been stated clearly in the media. I
personally doubt that these now-illegal schemes will work to any
substantial degree. Everyone agrees openly that the universities
will try to flout the ruling, but it only takes one snitch in the
admissions department and such subterfuge can be rooted out.

Let us hope the ruling does not do collateral damage by inducing
universities to limit the use of objective standards such as class
rank and test scores.

• Replies: @Ronehjr
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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54. xyzxy says:
June 30, 2023 at 1:53 pm GMT • 8.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer

The importance of maintaining a diverse, highly qualified officer corps has
been beyond legitimate dispute for decades. History has shown that placing a
diverse armed forces under the command of homogenous leadership is a
recipe for internal resentment, discord and violence. By contrast, units that
are diverse across all levels are more cohesive, collaborative and
effective.

(From a ‘friend of the court’ filing by a variety of military
generals, supporting Harvard et al)

What this will mean for the military is more high ranking blacks,
women, homosexuals, and the rest of the gaggle, but fewer
straight white male officers.

One can argue that the effects of AA in the military contradict the
generals’ statement–i.e., Affirmative Action is a benefit beyond
‘legitimate dispute’, has been a demonstrated positive ‘for
decades’, and that AA leads to a more effective fighting force,
etc. But no one really ever believed that. It’s simply ‘what they
have to say’ in order to keep the job.

However the upshot to more blacks, women, homosexual and
tranny officers, is that the military will continue its downward
spiral of effectiveness, becoming less useful as tool for the
Empire to wield its might.

So, at the end of the day, continued military school AA is a win-
win for everyone, as the US implodes like a half-baked
homemade submersible exploring the ocean depths.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=xyzxy
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55. Trinity says:
Blackie won’t need affirmative blacktion no mo’ after he receives
his reparations, yo. ” I don’t feel no ways tired.”

• LOL: HbutnotG
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

56. Blodgie says:
@Unz Fan man
Right wingers are perfectly fine with women getting AA goodies
at the expense of white men because they have wives and
daughters who directly benefit and are OK with AA in general as
long as them blahkz ain’t the ones benefiting.

• Agree: HbutnotG
• Replies: @Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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57. whataliar says:

@Kevin Barrett
i did see a headline with a blurb underneath regarding ron and
the website. he was labelled an anti-semite. which is why i didn’t
read the article.
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58. Treg says:

Very interesting comentary from Dr. Shiva on the Kennedy’s
Afirmative Action baby…

 
Video Link

• Replies: @Skeptikal
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59. anonymous[129] • Disclaimer says:

@anon
Those bastards had bayonets attached.

• Replies: @Telimektar
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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60. Trinity says:

@Blodgie
WRONG. I spoke out against it in my comment #54. Although I
don’t identify with any conventional political label but I am sure I
would be incorrectly identified as an uber right winger because I
identify as a White Nationalist. And I love White women, no
Yellow or Jungle Fever here but it is ALL women, not just White
women.
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61. Dr. Robert Morgan says:
June 30, 2023 at 2:53 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Ron Unz: “The Fall of Affirmative Action?”

That’s an important question mark.

There are enough weasel words in this Court opinion that it
probably won’t change anything. Race can still be used as a
factor to grant admission if it’s “… tied to that student’s courage
and determination. ” [Emphasis in original, p. 48.]

In practice, it’s an enormous loophole. All it would mean is that
any non-white applicant to a college or university now needs to
claim that being non-white made them more courageous and
determined. Such claims will no doubt be accepted without
question, given the masochistic white mindset that allowed
Affirmative Action not only to come into existence, but persist for
50 years. Changing that mindset is what needs to be done, not
some technical adjustment to the rules. Whites will continue to
be as discriminated against as much as they allow themselves
to be. Frankly, they seem to like it.

• Replies: @whew
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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62. res says:

@FKA Max
Thanks for the link to Hanania’s analysis.

63. Aleatorius says:
What percentage of the Ivy Leagues’ student body is Jewish and
how did their SAT scores measured up to those students who
applied for but were denied their place in the sun just to
accommodate the nepotistic lot?
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64. KenH says:
June 30, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Supreme Kangaroo Court of the United States (SKCOTUS)
probably was willing to strike down AA in university admissions
because the suit was brought by Asians. If it was brought by
whites SCOTUS likely would have upheld “narrowly tailored”
affirmative action policies with mealy mouthed rationale.

As others are saying and have said it’s only a matter of time
before the Ivy League and other universities figure out a way
around this and will change their admission policies so that
unqualified and underqualified blacks and Latinos can get
admitted.

The Ivy League and all other major universities were built by
white men so those institutions should

 primarily serve the progeny of the race that created them. Not
Jews, blacks, Latinos, Indians and Asians or everyone EXCEPT
white men and women.

I don’t think China or Japan would allow high performing whites
to immigrate in large numbers and grant them a disproportionate
number of slots at their universities.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
• Replies: @Aleatorius
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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65. Anon[299] • Disclaimer says:
June 30, 2023 at 2:59 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max

“The U.S. seems to have the worst of both worlds at the moment. Decreasing
social mobility and it is becoming increasingly less meritocratic.” – May 25,
2017

Dubious assertion. Decreasing social mobility means only the
rich can afford a meritocracy because they’ve been paying for
expensive private education for their kids from kindergarten to
college.

• Replies: @FKA Max
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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66. Dutch Boy says:

Not a chance. Our overlords are fully committed to AA and will
merely rework the system to accommodate the court decision.
Thins will have to change so that things can stay the same.
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67. res says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:01 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@HT
Hanania’s analysis linked by FKA Max above discusses the
essay loophole.

 https://www.richardhanania.com/p/why-sffa-v-harvard-matters

People have talked about the “loophole” that was left in by the Court, which
said that you can still write an essay about how your race has influenced your
life or made you the person that you are. This isn’t really a loophole though.
There’s no way that the Court can say you can never mention race in any
context, because as long as there are essays the topic may come up.
Although I fully expect universities to try to get around this decision when they
can, I’m still optimistic about the effects it is going to have on institutions.

Roberts foresaw the potential for shenanigans here, and so he explicitly
warned universities on this point.

But, despite the dissent’s assertion to the contrary, universities may not
simply establish through application essays or other means the regime
we hold unlawful today. (A dissenting opinion is generally not the best
source of legal advice on how to comply with the majority opinion.)
“[W]hat cannot be done directly cannot be done indirectly. The
Constitution deals with substance, not shadows,” and the prohibition
against racial discrimination is “levelled at the thing, not the name.”

We shall see how it plays out in reality.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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68. Realist says:

@Achmed E. Newman

My concern with AA has nothing to do with the Ivy Leagues, but with the
workaday world in which the White man has been discriminated against for
over half a century.

I agree, but as in most matters of importance, Whites just
grabbed their socks and accepted it.
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69. HbutnotG says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:12 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@prime noticer
Meh, too little, too late.

Any former pre-med or pre law white male who didn’t get where
they wanted to go from the 70’s on should shut off the b’ball
game, shut off Porn Hub and put your dick away, pull up your
pants; and get out there and start torching city blocks, and I
mean moslem/France style.

  
And demand $3.5 million reparation money…Now! – because
The Supreme Court has officially proclaimed:

YOU – GOT – FUCKED!

(At least Jews, unlike the goys, were in on the Kaplan Course
gig early on.)

I don’t expect much. (stupid lazy old white guys, twice divorced,
sitting on their asses, waiting for 92-yr old mom to finally go tits
up soes they can pay off that 50 grand note on the Ford F-250)
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70. Edward Manfredonia says:

Congratulations Ron Unz!

Ed Manfredonia
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71. Automatic Slim says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:24 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I guarantee that nothing much will change. There will be no
enforcement. Some colleges have already announced they will
continue with the diversity quest, in some form. Don’t think for a
minute that our colleges/universities are going to let go all of
their diversity officers, liberal women and minorities in
admissions offices, minority liaison offices, or any of the other
positions that are all about admitting lesser qualified blacks,
hispanics, and women.

Best case scenario is that when these schools continue to
discriminate against smart whites and Asians, that those groups
will have good evidence and initiate a lot of lawsuits.
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72. Realist says:
June 30, 2023 at 3:32 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@RoatanBill

Also, the idiocy of conferring personhood on to corporations has to be
completely eliminated and corporations need to be restricted from spending
on anything but that which directly affects their product or service. They
should be prohibited from all social spending, lobbying, and push advertising
should be banned.

I very much agree. As you may remember, I have numerous
times stated the stupidity of the SCOTUS in their 1976 ruling in
Buckley v. Valeo that campaign contributions were free speech.

 The appellants had argued that the FECA’s limitations on the
use of money for political purposes were in violation of First
Amendment protections for free expression since no significant
political expression could be made without the expenditure of
money. The Court concurred in part with the appellants’ claim,
finding that the restrictions on political contributions and
expenditures “necessarily reduce[d] the quantity of expression
by restricting the number of issues discussed, the depth of the
exploration, and the size of the audience reached. This is
because virtually every means of communicating ideas in
today’s mass society requires the expenditure of money.” The
Court then determined that such restrictions on political speech
could only be justified by an overriding governmental interest.

• Replies: @RoatanBill
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73. DCThrowback says:
@res
The Gorsuch analysis was noteworthy.

• Agree: res
• Replies: @FKA Max
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74. europeasant says:

@NewCarOwner
“I imagine the only way to research would be to go through a list
of last names and speculate. Is this possible?”

Maybe possible if you are the FBI or CIA.
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75. RoatanBill says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:02 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Realist
The idiocy in what the court did was giving standing to a
corporation at all. Only people can go to prison so extending
people rights to a corporation that can’t be incarcerated makes
absolutely no sense since there’s no possibility of sanctioning a
corporation equal in all aspects to sanctioning a person.

The entire concept of corporations being State constructs should
be abolished. Laws should completely ignore the concept of a
corporation and never mention them.

Corporations should be private matters between people that
decide to band together to pursue some product or service. The
only reason the State recognized corporations as an entity was
to declare a new source of taxation that could take from the corp
what the corp would undoubtedly pass on to their customers so
as to hide the true extent of the theft the State initiates against
the citizenry. The average person is too stupid to recognize that
no corp ever actually pays any tax since they just pass that
expense along as part of their purchase price for their product or
service. The State is simply using corporate taxation as a
mechanism to hide the true amount of money the citizenry
actually pays to the State.

This desire to pick the citizen’s pocket via a devious means has
now morphed into corporations writing laws, bribing legislators
known euphemistically as campaign contributions and
empowering corporations to mistreat the population like Nigel
Farage is being mistreated now by the UK banks. Instead of
corporations accountable to their customers, they are now
extensions of State power with their full cooperation.

• Agree: Realist
• Replies: @anarchyst
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76. Anonymous[398] • Disclaimer says:

The US of course still gets straight Fs by the world standard:

https://www.ohchr.org/en/instruments-
mechanisms/instruments/convention-against-discrimination-
education

The US never ratified it because then Seymour can’t grease
bubeleh into Duke ahead of some shiksa grind.
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77. Richard B says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:28 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Richard B

As Ortega said almost 80 years ago, “Culture is what saves life from being a
mere disaster. It is something that enables man to live a life which is
something above human tragedy and inward disgrace.”

In the previous comment I wrote about, not above. Just wanted
to correct that.

And speaking of Ortega, we are nearing the 100th anniversary
of his The Revolt of The Masses, which is still highly relevant
and well worth reading. The subject of the book, of course, is
European Barbarism. So I am well aware that there is such a
thing.

I say that because, though my previous comment focused on
Asiatic Barbarism, I certainly had no intention of ignoring the
Western variety. But, unfortunately, I was unable to edit my
comment as it went straight to the comment section.

In any event, we might as well talk about Global Barbarism.
And the point of using that phrase would not be to name call. It
would be to diagnose. We are living in a Hi-Tech Dark Ages
marked by barabarism. From the point of view of human
adaptation, that seems to be something very much worth
directing attention to.
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78. Chebyshev says:
@Unz Fan man

WOMEN gain the most from affirmative action, not just in colleges but in
everywhere!

It depends on the college.

https://www.browndailyherald.com/article/2023/03/brown-has-
largest-acceptance-rate-gap-between-men-women-in-ivy-league
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79. nokangaroos says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:37 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Biff
The way I understand the good Judge nothing whatsoever
changes,

 it only gets more in-your-face mendacious;
 “strict scrutiny” means the institutions can no longer invent and

weight
 nebulous “experiences” but have to declare “It is a Compelling

State Interest ™
 (that we are neither willing nor able to explain why or how) that

we fulfill our
 quota (which are unconstitutional and we do not therefore use)

therefore some
 must be enrolled no questions asked because there is no other

way in the
 known universe to fulfill the quota (which are unconstitutional

and we do not
 therefore use but get punished if we don´t) because they are just

so stupid.”

Ah, strict scrutiny 
 If Lebanon is our future no matter what wouldn´t it be more …

honest to make
 it official? Apportion Congress by species and let intra-species

parties compete for
 the slots.
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80. HbutnotG says:
June 30, 2023 at 4:41 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@PenDracoInsularis
That MD doctor biz for all but a couple specialties, has been
downgraded to the level of “orderlie.”

40+ years of AA (and jealous unsuccessful pre-med’ers cum
“lawyers” [who couldn’t hack organic chemistry in undergrad and
too goy-headed to take a Kaplan Course] and who were
eventually installed in government positions have now put
hapless colored girls and stupid old leftie hippie liberals in
charge of medical education and licensing. HCFA already 40
years ago cut doctors’ incomes in half (that was high on their
list). And now CME required to renew your license requires your
doctor to annually bury his face in 3 or more hours of racial
“equity” training (yes, CRT) in most states, and many med
schools now offer (wait for it….) MBA co-degrees. [already any
bimbo can add that PhD to the MD – no brain needed.] Like I’ve
said those oceanfront 35oo sq ft houses are owned by MBA’s
and drug dealers – no longer your orthopedic or brain surgeon.

so, yeah, that doc you see today is in fact, a moron. (IQ of a
social worker 50 yrs ago) The best of intentions…the worst of
outcomes.
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81. June 30, 2023 at 4:54 pm GMT • 8.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
It appears to me that your vaunted analysis misses the elephant
in the room, namely that affirmative action has destroyed public
education in urban America. As a side effect, it has also
destroyed white neighborhoods as parents send their kids to
private/charter schools to avoid integrated neighborhood
schools, so kids on the same block don’t know each other.

By any measure, student performance in the nation’s urban schools is low. In
urban schools that enroll high proportions of poor students, performance is
appallingly low.

https://www.brookings.edu/articles/a-new-era-in-urban-
education/
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83. cyclingscholar says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:19 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Hmm…what can we call it.

Negroes: not the only minority any more.
 Asians: the successful minority

or best of all:

Merit: the sole basis for admissions and advancement.

Years ago at the public college I attended, there was an article in
the local paper the day after graduation. Some blacks were
sobbing that, unlike the Engineering, Science and Mathematics
majors, they just didn’t feel the pride of accomplishment at
graduation! The former were singing, throwing their caps in the
air, waving their diplomas (AND JOB OFFERS) in the air. The
blacks sat on their fat asses and wiped their butts with their
diplomas, which is what they were worth.

The news paper pointed out in Black Ink (BLACK INK
MATTERS!!!!!) that they had no sense of accomplishment
because they HADN”T accomplished anything.

BINGO!

• Replies: @anonymous
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84. EyeEye says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:26 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
Yes,

 I haven’t been reading any of the details because I’m nursing
some bad dental pain but, if I understand correctly, it’s now
allowable to use “national security” as a justification for
affirmative action, which is in many ways equivalent to the oft
trotted out “compelling state interest” argument used in the very
recent past and I expect to see the “compelling state interest”
argument returning to courtrooms soon. If not that, the scope of
what counts as “national security” will be expanded to infinity.

Affirmative action is like cancer. If it isn’t fully eradicated it will
return stronger and any serious attempt to eradicate it would
involve serious measures such annulling the civil rights, getting
rid of universal suffrage (perhaps limiting the vote to net tax
contributors), and reforming immigration.
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85. anarchyst says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:33 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Trinity
I’ve been saying that ever since the creation and inception of
“feminism”.

 Women who claim that they “can do anything a man can do” are
finally getting their comeuppance with the recent mentally ill
male “swimmer” placing “first” in competition with “real” women.

 Wait till more women start getting pushed out of deserved
positions by being forced to compete with mentally ill biological
males that claim that they are women.

 If women are smart, they will refuse to compete in such
situations. The power of the boycott is effective, especially in
collegiate and professional sports. When “real” biological women
refuse to compete with biological males, things will change, no
matter how the mainstream media tries to “spin” it.

 Women need to understand that being feminine is not in any
way inferior but is complementary to males.

 Men and women ARE different.
 There is no getting around biology.

 Regards,

• Agree: Trinity
• Replies: @Critical Thinking
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86. anarchyst says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:37 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Ever since the 1970s, “race” HAS been used as a “qualifier”,
especially with “affirmative action”, “quotas”, “set-asides”, and
other Constitutionally offensive practices which does
disenfranchise White males in the job market.

 More than once, I was discreetly informed by hiring managers
that although I was eminently qualified, I would not be hired
because next in line for hiring had to be a “person of color” (read
“black”).

 Keep in mind that large corporations can easily afford “dead
weight” in which to fulfill their “civil-rights (for some)” hiring
mandates and to maintain their acceptable racial “quotas”.

 Quite often, this “dead weight” is promoted into management
positions where they can plan their weekends, do their nails, or
in the case of black men, preen themselves and brag about how
“great” they are having such positions despite being totally
unqualified.

 Underlings who report to these “managers” are mostly White
and Asians–those who do the “real” work”.

 One such blatant case comes to mind–a black Detroit Public
School administrator who could neither read nor write,
completely depending on his underlings to get his job done.

• Replies: @KenH
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87. undergraduating says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:38 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Oh Ron Unz – Almae Matres!!!!

Finally, we can take back our beloved institutions.

All we need to do next is to ban any mention of the “holocaust”
and “slavery” in an admission application essay and we will be in
great shape.

Three cheers for the crimson, three cheers for the elis and
definitely three cheers for old nassau.

I don’t think I’ve been this happy in ages.

• Replies: @Howard Sutherland
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88. Telimektar says:

@anonymous
Don’t forget to say “thank you for your service !” They are from
the same famous division as seen in the Spielberg Band of
Brothers TV show, the 101st Airborne.
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89. anarchyst says:
June 30, 2023 at 5:49 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@RoatanBill
Your statement:

 Instead of corporations accountable to their customers,
they are now extensions of State power with their full
cooperation. 

 …is spot on.
 Thank you…
 I’ve been criticizing corporate control of government by “shouting

the message from the rooftop” for many decades now.
 In fact, corporations write the legislation and then submit it to our

legislators in their entirety (along with envelopes of cash) where
they get enacted into law.

 A major mistake (which could be corrected) was to confer
“personhood” on corporations. Giving corporations such “legal
status” actually elevates them above that of ordinary voters as
they have the cash to get what they want.

 A middle ground would require corporations to abide by ALL
Constitutional principles as a condition of being awarded their
corporate charter. This one move would flush out much of the
“deep money” as well as reducing corporate influence on our
legislators.

 Best regards,

• Replies: @RoatanBill
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90. Bumpkin says:
@Biff
Yep, Nap claims this ends affirmative action in all federal govt-
funded jobs, not just education:

https://www.youtube.com/live/8Mfgf0QI9iQ
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91. Rev. Spooner says:

@Aldonichts
I hope the Asian quota cuts into and takes away some from the
so called genius jews quota. Meritocracy is what we should be
looking for and the rest should left by the roadside.
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92. Joe Smith says:

Hey i have a question that i have been unable to find a
satisfactory answer to? On grades alone ie everything else blank
would Clarence Thomas have gotten in to college and law
school with out affirmative action?
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93. MarylinM says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:17 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
The AA was opined by SCOTUS as “correct, valid and
applicable” in the 60s. Now it was declared as “none of the
above”. How is that possible? SCOTUS is the Law, an Unerring
Supreme Sovereign, the last resort to fall back onto when all the
deplorable, perpetually erring fallables beg in desperation for
justice. So the people are told. An unshakeable foundation of
“Our Democracy”. If there was ever a more obvious oxymoron.
None of those blessings are actually however in the “we the
people Constiitution”. And that should make you, the people,
pause and reflect a bit.

First, it clearly shows that the SCOTUS does not represent the
Law, but rather “as the wind blows” ideology of a handful of
pretentious Lords, Spooks, and Black Inquisition Darth Vaders
hand-groomed for the job by their plenipotents.

Second, in the Republic (the Rex-Publica in Latin, or the
CommonWealth of the people in any other language) it is the
people who make the Law as they see fit, for their own
convenience, and at the local level, thereby making any central
edifice, like the SCOTUS, a redundant fringe, at best, and a
gilded cover for a system of megalomaniacs masquerading as
Justice, at its worst.
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• Replies: @Lemmy Tellyuh
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94. Ronehjr says:

@Peter Johnson
I doubt this decision increases by 1% the number of White men
in major institutions and businesses. And being old enough to
remember when this was an 85% White nation, that is really all
that matters to me

• Thanks: Pastit
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95. Shaqfu says:
Spoiler alert: White women unaffected, will continue to be the
biggest (now bigger than ever) beneficiaries of AA/quotas/DIE
policies.

Removing AA for others is actually bad. It has been great to see
the destruction of “higher education”…I would like to see
complete implosion and we’re very close.

• Replies: @Bumpkin
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96. PeterIke says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:25 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Meh. Very little will change. Colleges have always had wide
latitude in what they consider for admissions. It’s never been just
a question of test scores, although they are quickly getting rid of
test scores as part of an application. Harvard can just use other
proxies for race: family wealth (even blacks with good incomes
mostly don’t save much), zip code, family history (“are you the
first person in your family to apply to Harvard?”) There’s a million
ways to skin the black cat.

My guess is that short term, they will up the number of Asians to
look good, while making sure they are getting the most LGBTQ
and politically Progressive Asians they can find. And that
number is limitless.

Who will suffer? Mostly whites. Actual whites. There’s still some
small percentage of non-Jewish whites that can be cut in favor
of Asians. The remaining whites will be almost entirely LGBTQ
or committed Progressive fanatics. Whatever the secret Jewish
number is, that won’t change in the least. You might see a token
drop of a percent or two for blacks, but that won’t last beyond
one or two class admissions.

The only fun here is the excessive shrieking of Progressive
dolts, but in the end they never, ever lose. And when the House
flips back to Dem in the next election (100% guaranteed) and
Gavin Newsom becomes President (also guaranteed), they’ll be
ready to unleash some kind of court packing scheme and that
will be that.

• Replies: @Jim H
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97. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Justrambling

“America’s…attempts at winning the hearts and minds of the millions it
conquered, occupied, brutalized and killed by the millions”

OK. Fine. You have a point.

Still: the nonstop America Last lashings are getting wearisome.

I’m going deaf from all the shrieking. I’ll listen again, but only
after every other people, eras, nations, groups are equally
examined for their errors-sins-mistakes.

For example, I’m down with examining the flaws of Whites…but
only if their many, varied, timely, and stunning successes are
cited, too.

I’ll also judge successful Whites…but only if their sacrifices are
enumerated, too.

Finally, blacks do have some issues worth considering…but only
after their seemingly endless crimes, moochings, refusals to
improve, bastard-making, and love of laziness get broadcast far
and wide and often.
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98. Shaqfu says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:39 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@xyzxy
“However the upshot to more blacks, women, homosexual and
tranny officers, is that the military will continue its downward
spiral of effectiveness, becoming less useful as tool for the
Empire to wield its might.”

Doesn’t matter….the empire will just draft white boys and men
for cannon fodder, when necessary, to protect the women and
POCs.
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99. RoatanBill says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:43 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@anarchyst
Your middle ground still doesn’t address what the law does with
them after they violate some constitutional principle or law. The
State loves to fine corps that then raise prices for the rest of us
and doesn’t actually solve anything since the corp just make the
fines a cost of doing business.

I prefer the State not recognise a corps existence and look clean
through it to the actual people involved to jail their asses and
bankrupt them instead. Corporations operate on the plausible
denial concept that never makes any individual accountable for
what’s done in the corps name. That’s why some low level guy is
willing to open a valve to dump some toxic waste into a river
after his boss gave the order. Once that low level guy
understands that he and his boss are both going to jail will cause
them both to tell their upper management to pound sand and
change the culture inside an organization as everyone polices
their own activities and refuses orders leading to prison.

The entire reason for corporations as chartered institutions was
for the tax scam. Later, they also went for the fine scam, both of
which solve nothing but do increase prices and offer the
opportunity for bribing the responsible ‘authorities’ using corp
funds that are orders of magnitude larger than what an individual
has access to.

It’s like marriage being a State sanctioned activity. All it does is
provide more control over the individual. The State has no
business in marriage, corporations, or anything else beside a
‘person’ for law purposes. Once the State invents some new
area of responsibility all that does is increase costs and reduce
liberty. Ask any divorce attorney how they love the fact that
divorce is a State invented situation with no upside for the
people involved.
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100. Critical Thinking says:

@anarchyst
Well stated and anyone steeped in the study of anthropology
and evolutionary biology would concur.
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101. Bumpkin says:

@Shaqfu

Removing AA for others is actually bad. It has been great to see the
destruction of “higher education”…I would like to see complete implosion and
we’re very close.

Oh, that’s happening no matter what, this is just rearranging the
deck chairs on the Titanic.
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102. Lemmy Tellyuh says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:52 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@MarylinM

“SCOTUS does not represent the Law, but rather ‘as the wind blows’ ideology
of a handful of pretentious Lords, Spooks, and Black Inquisition Darth Vaders”

Perhaps. What’s your alternative to rule a nation of 334,992,434
humans?

The Chinese say “People make laws when they forget how to
live.”

Dickens’ Mr. Bumble said, “The law is a ass!”

What do you offer in place of the Vatican assembly: this?
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103. Charles Pewitt says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:53 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
Harvard Jews got their hands stuck in the admissions policy
cookie jar? Har! Har!

I’m with Pat Buchanan on sneaky Harvard Jews rigging the
university admissions scam — I am in a blood boiling rage that
Harvard Jews were actively engaged in screwing over WHITE
CATHOLICS and WHITE PROTESTANTS — Asians of any kind
are not of interest to me, and to be honest, most of the Asians
should have their citizenship revoked and they should be
removed from the USA. Radical? It will be oatmeal bland White
Core American policy to revoke citizenship and deport foreigners
and their spawn when the asset bubbles implode and the White
Christians begin advancing the interests of Whites as Whites in
the USA.

The US Supreme Court should be abolished immediately.

The US Supreme Court and the CIA and the privately-controlled
Federal Reserve Bank should be defenestrated immediately. I
mean give them the old heave-ho, man!

SHORT SHARP SHOCK the imploding American Empire and
politically decapitate the evil, demonic JEW/WASP Ruling Class
of the American Empire.

All the Ivy League hedge funds with universities attached must
be financially liquidated immediately.

Harvard has FIFTY THREE BILLION DOLLARS in their hedge
fund endowment loot pile. Little old Dartmouth hedge fund has
FOUR BILLION DOLLARS. The Mormons have over a
HUNDRED BILLION DOLLARS in their hedge fund loot pile.
BlackRock and Larry Finky have a TRILLION BUCKS in asset
bubble holdings.
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Financially liquidate them all!

Harvard and the Ivy League universities are the training ground
and spawning ground for White plutocrats, White Upper Middle
Class Snot Brats, JEW rich boy oafs such as Jared Kushner,
anti-White Asian Indian Haughty Hindu Interlopers, Chinese
Communist Party Pissants and WASP rich boy treasonous
scumbags such as George W Bush.

The university and college endowments have made a damn
killing on financialization, globalization, mass immigration and
the asset bubbles created by the plutocrat-controlled goons at
the globalized central banks.

The weak fops in the GOP took a little nibble from the big piles
of endowment loot that universities and colleges have sneakily
attained thanks to the monetary extremism of the Federal
Reserve Bank, but a nibble ain’t enough. Harvard and the
smallest little college must be financially wiped out in a manner
similar to the Harrying of the North conducted by the Normans
against the nasty Saxons in the north of England.

The Pewitt Plan to financially wipe out the universities and
colleges by taxing the living Hell out of them and obliterating the
asset bubbles will solve the problem of overpaid and
overpensioned Ivy League globalizer nutcakes living like kings
while acting like they are somehow more moral than the rest of
us slobs.

TWENTY PERCENT FEDERAL FUNDS RATE NOW!

OBLITERATE THE ASSET BUBBLES

FINANCIALLY LIQUIDATE ALL IVY LEAGUE SNOT BRATS
NOW!

• Agree: OilcanFloyd, Trinity
• LOL: tamo
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104. Jim H says:
June 30, 2023 at 6:58 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@PeterIke
‘Harvard can just use other proxies for race: family wealth (even
blacks with good incomes mostly don’t save much), zip code,
family history (“are you the first person in your family to apply to
Harvard?”) — Peterlke

Precisely: proxies.

Marketing data collected by third parties (data the government
buys, so as not to collect it directly) makes it unnecessary for
college applicants to state their race outright. They know.

Ron Unz takes a well-deserved victory lap above. But his essay
almost seems cut off accidentally. I was expecting a “where does
Harvard go from here” discussion, which is entirely missing.

Thank you for supplying it.
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105. MarylinM says:

@Lemmy Tellyuh
Hi, Darth Vader! Your fatal assumption as that We The People
need to be ruled. You need to be ruled.
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106. tamo says:

@Trinity
A good Honkie talk, lol !!!
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107. 24th Alabama says:
@IronForge
The Scrotus Hostess, Admiral Levine, will see you now, Sir.
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108. June 30, 2023 at 7:15 pm GMT • 8.6 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Liborio Guaso
The West is returning to its roots of racism

Joe Biden's former staffer Erica Marsh says the very racist quiet part out loud:

"Today's Supreme Court decision is a direct attack on Black people. No Black
person will be able to succeed in a merit-based system which is exactly why
affirmative-action based programs were… pic.twitter.com/eoGbgvH50E

— Kyle Becker (@kylenabecker) June 29, 2023

Democrats Devastated As Supreme Court Bans Racism
https://t.co/V6alZVuiQ4 pic.twitter.com/61w047mxkj

— The Babylon Bee (@TheBabylonBee) June 29, 2023

It’s astounding.
 The last thing these lib dems want it a merit based system. Then they claim

that diversity is our greatest strength.
They’re actually SAYING blacks can’t compete on a level playing field.

 They’re screaming it! https://t.co/S3Xq5ZtYEY

— Anthony Cumia (@AnthonyCumia) June 30, 2023

So, we have pro-AA saying the SC decision is ‘racist’, but we
also have anti-AA people who say AA was ‘racist’ against
whites(and Asians).

But I see it as race-ist either way.

By this time, no honest person can say AA is remedial especially
as the main beneficiaries are often the children of affluent
blacks. Many of these are recent black African immigrants who
can’t blame ‘muh slavery’. If AA were truly remedial in regards to
US history, it should be limited to black-Americans of slave
descent. Also, it shouldn’t be offered to WHITE Hispanics with
their own history of conquest and imperialism over the New
World. They arrived in the New World long before the Anglos,
and if they became subservient to the Yanquis, they have no
one to blame but themselves.

https://t.co/eoGbgvH50E
https://twitter.com/kylenabecker/status/1674547282962702336?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/V6alZVuiQ4
https://t.co/61w047mxkj
https://twitter.com/TheBabylonBee/status/1674423976247037954?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/S3Xq5ZtYEY
https://twitter.com/AnthonyCumia/status/1674632018737393664?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Both pro-AA and anti-AA is based on race-ism even though both
sides accuse the other of being ‘racist’.

Pro-AA implies blacks can’t cut it on merit and need preferential
treatment.

Anti-AA, in implying that whites and Asians will do better in
schools than blacks, argues for racial realities and differences.
Anti-AA may be ‘anti-racist’ in calling for equal opportunity for all
groups regardless of race but the acknowledgement that certain
groups will do better than other groups under the rule of ‘may
the best man win’ is indeed race-ist in noticing that racial
differences are real and will impact society in profound ways.

Now, some argue that the pro-AA people are motivated by
sympathy for blacks as intellectual inferiors. They feel sorry for
blacks and want to lend a helping hand. There is kernel of truth
to this, the Christian heritage of charitability and compassion.

 But is Americanism really about favoring losers over winners? If
so, why such deafening silence about the Palestinians, who
have far less than the Jews in every area?

Me thinks the real reason for pro-AA is the conviction that blacks
are superior in body and soul, thus the true winners.

 Sure, they may lag in math skills and exam scores that test for
IQ, but they have something more precious than mere
intelligence/intellect and analytical skills, so says Woke America.
Blacks have superior souls & bodies as the top winners of pop
music, sports, and sexual idolatry. This means blacks are ‘iconic’
as the true champs of the West, and that is the real reason for
this obsession to have MORE BLACKS in high places.

The notion that blacks are superior in soul and body is also race-
ist, predicated on awareness of racial differences, i.e. “blacks
deserve more than they merit on test scores because they’re
superior in the ‘cool’ stuff.”
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It’s race-ist all around, but we have the pitiful spectacle of
everyone accusing the other of being ‘racist’.

Maybe the solution is the ‘badass cool action’. Every college has
to admit certain amount of blacks because ‘dey be cool and shit’.
At least, such a policy would be more honest.

109. Zachary Smith says:
June 30, 2023 at 7:47 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑

The Fall of Affirmative Action?

Just a partial “Fall” – only the Dirty Stupid and Dangerous
N*ggers got dinged this time.

Affirmative action for white college applicants is still here
 https://www.vox.com/politics/2023/6/30/23778906/affirmative-

action-white-applicants-legacy-athletic-recruitment

Wealthy People lost nothing in this ruling, and most of them
have White skins.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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110. June 30, 2023 at 7:57 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@res
No more Richard Hanania for me, Res. Maybe he did a nice
analysis there, but I will not read a thing more by this guy. What
has caused my attitude was an article of his called The
Biomechanics of Trumpism in which I found him to be almost
totally full of it. Yes, it’s opinion, but he comes by it from the
viewpoint of a lovestruck schoolgirl or something.

If you care to see what I mean, see Trump v DeSantis: Round
7 – Richard Hanania Substack post. It’s a long post.

It turns out the Bible mentioned this guy, or possibly a 200-
generation-ago ancestor, as Jeremiah 28 discusses the false
prophet Hananiah. Ha!

• Replies: @res
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
111. Anon[379] • Disclaimer says:

June 30, 2023 at 7:58 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
If this kind of crap isn’t OK now, why in f*** was it EVER OK?

I’ve come to the conclusion that anybody who votes for any of
these criminal, child-molesting, tranny-loving, mass murdering,
thieving, lying, treasonous scum politicians, who are deliberately
turning control of this country over to violent,
Communist/Socialist third-world refuse, illegals, perverts and the
like, while handing the dumbass American Citizens the bill for it
all, deserves to be kicked down a ten-mile deep well. And the
people who ran the Inquisition could learn from me, as they
watched me give these criminal crapstains their just rewards. Sic
semper tyrannis!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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112. tamo says:
June 30, 2023 at 7:59 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago   ↑
Ron, congratulations. You supplied a very crucial piece of
evidence for this case. I hope Blum gives you credit for that,
once again congratulations.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

113. Achmed E. Newman says: • Website
June 30, 2023 at 8:04 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@europeasant
Yep, E.P. It’s been so long now that White men pretty much have
this expectation of being last in line or not allowed IN the line
ingrained in them. I mean, you’d have to be 75 or older to have
known otherwise.

In the late 1970s! even, someone I know well was kept out of a
job as a Disc Jockey – the coolest job in the world then, as I
recall, and kept from earning college money – because the boss
felt pressured by the FCC to hire a Black! guy. Wait, “so what”,
you say? It was a country music radio station!

At least it had a happy ending: Harvesting the fruits of a half-
century of Affirmative Action – Part 3: Anecdotal Interlude.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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114. Thomm says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:06 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Unz Fan man

That WOMEN gain the most from affirmative action, not just in colleges but in
everywhere! This can all be traced to Title VII in 1964 civil rights act (and in
turn to soviet communism). Women are in huge college and jobs admissions
benefiting from affirmative action unnaturally far more than racial minorities
ever could.

This is always true. The biggest beneficiaries of AA are always
the wives and daughters of the wealthiest, most powerful men.

Never the 214 IQ men from modest backgrounds :
 

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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115. res says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:20 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
Interesting that the Babylon Bee has a new article with a very
similar title on their front page now.

Here is the 6/29 article in the tweet you linked.
 https://babylonbee.com/news/democrats-devastated-as-

supreme-court-bans-racism

Here is the 6/30 article with a similar title occupying pride of
place in the top center of the front page.

 https://babylonbee.com/news/democrats-devastated-as-
supreme-court-bans-robbing-the-poor

Here are the other related articles I see (the 6/29 article is not
there).

 https://babylonbee.com/news/asian-americans-celebrate-
supreme-court-ruling-with-5-minute-study-break

 https://babylonbee.com/news/awkward-supreme-court-rules-
against-affirmative-action-with-affirmative-action-hire-standing-
right-there

 https://babylonbee.com/news/harvard-to-get-around-affirmative-
action-ban-by-asking-you-whether-you-prefer-bbq-ranch-or-soy-
sauce

And for a Babylon Bee bonus this subscriber headline.
 Judge Rules That 5 Year Old Who Identifies As A Pirate Can

Have Eyeball Surgically Removed And Leg Amputated Without
Parental Consent

Full text of that Erica Marsh tweet (looks legit, anyone know
otherwise?).

Today’s Supreme Court decision is a direct attack on Black people. No Black
person will be able to succeed in a merit-based system which is exactly why
affirmative-action based programs were needed. Today’s decision is a
TRAVESTY!!!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=res
https://babylonbee.com/news/democrats-devastated-as-supreme-court-bans-racism
https://babylonbee.com/news/democrats-devastated-as-supreme-court-bans-robbing-the-poor
https://babylonbee.com/news/asian-americans-celebrate-supreme-court-ruling-with-5-minute-study-break
https://babylonbee.com/news/awkward-supreme-court-rules-against-affirmative-action-with-affirmative-action-hire-standing-right-there
https://babylonbee.com/news/harvard-to-get-around-affirmative-action-ban-by-asking-you-whether-you-prefer-bbq-ranch-or-soy-sauce
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Some in the thread are claiming the account is a fake troll
account, but this followup is still up.

Allow me to clarify this tweet, which is being manipulated for propaganda and
misinformation by ULTRA MAGA.

The intention of my tweet is to highlight that prior to affirmative action, there
existed a supposedly merit-based system for Black individuals to gain
admission to… https://t.co/V9ss5YYKuu

— Erica Marsh (@ericareport) June 30, 2023

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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116. SafeNow says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:23 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
Today’s stupid WSJ editorial triumphantly quotes the opinion
language wagging its finger saying you have to show that a
particular black applicant had to sweat really hard not just that
black applicants in general had to sweat really hard, so aha, we
gotcha. Well duh, all you need is an essay saying that I
personally had to sweat.

Nothing will change. The current situation is “nonredressable” in
scotus parlance. So they shouldn’t have taken the case to begin
with. Now that they have purported to be able to redress the
injury, all they are doing is humiliating themselves. The three
conservative justices should have joined with the dissenters and
said look, we can’t redress this, so let’s leave things exactly
where they are: Direct AA,

 not sneaky AA. This way, Harvard can still use standardized
tests, which will vastly improve the admissions process for non-
AA students.

Btw, in today’s case, on student loan forgiveness, Amy’s
concurrence is fantastic where she writes about the babysitter
taking the kids on an overnight binge, read that part if you get a
chance. It makes complicated constitutional law on the central
issue understandable even to me, so that now I could explain it
to my liberal friends if I had any liberal friends.

• Replies: @Alden
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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117. res says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:24 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Achmed E. Newman
Your decision to make, but I think you are throwing out the baby
with the bathwater in this case.

Trump Derangement Syndrome is real. I think it is best to just
learn who is susceptible to it and when it manifests. If you litmus
test by throwing out people with bad Trump takes there aren’t
many left.

• Agree: Dieter Kief
• Replies: @Achmed E. Newman
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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118. MGB says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:25 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@Chebyshev

Given that the admissions employees are often uneducated, maybe white
students could write about their working class parents or grandparents in
order to appear simpatico.

I don’t consider myself a ‘race realist’ like many here, as I do
believe that blacks have been exploited for the financial gain of
the few, but AA was always a misdirection, stealing from middle-
and lower caste whites, for the nominal benefit of minorities, but
really a multifaceted con for the benefit of the ruling classes. The
fact that some upper middle class or elite man takes a hit is just
proof of the effectiveness of the weapon, and is probably a
symptom of some score settling, or heisty activity. Whoever that
douche bag was who owned the LA Clippers and lost out due to
his ‘racism’ is just one high profile example. Nowadays I
wouldn’t have a problem with any white kid writing a college
essay about the obstacles he faced as a queer black woman,
and watch the admissions’ apparatchiks heads explode when he
shows up for the on campus interview. ‘Fuck you’ if they can’t
relate to his lived experience as a black lesbian, should be his
strident response, followed by a law suit.

As for the university there is a short, ignoble history of duplicity
and practiced narcissism and nihilism by former out groups who
now want to shit on everything that produced the great thought
and works they know that they are incapable of. On that shit
stain Avital Ronnell, or however you spell it.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=MGB
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The quality of teaching in the department unraveled. The carefully planned
program of teaching German literature was ignored. Many students arrived in
the department with minimal knowledge of German literature or history. The
courses that were meant to correct this no longer existed. Now philosophy,
from Hegel to Judith Butler, was taught. But multidisciplinarity quickly
deteriorated into dilettantism. Students were encouraged to take philosophy
seminars at other universities. Soon, students who had learned about
deconstruction and feminism in Paris, but who had no idea who Gottfried
Benn, Joseph Roth and Alfred Döblin were, were no exception in the
department. As one student told me, “We study in a German department
where French theory is taught in English.”

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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119. Jim H says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:28 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Priss Factor
‘No black person will be able to succeed in a merit-based
system’ — Erica Marsh, quoted by Kyle Becker, quoted by Priss
Factor

Oh, my!

Does this mean that Kamala Harris — a double affirmative
action hire, based on both race and gender — will now resign in
disgrace, having racked up the worst public approval rating in
history for a vice president?

Eh, probably not. Brazen defiance is the first rule of race
hustlers club. Doubling down in the face of adverse exposure is
Rule #2. Back to basics:

Don’t move your head
 Don’t move your hands
 Don’t move your lips

 Just shake your hips

— Rolling Stones, Shake Your Hips

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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120. pyrrhus says:
June 30, 2023 at 8:36 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Aldonichts
The decision is very strong and detailed, pointing out that any
race-based methodology must meet the strict scrutiny test under
the Equal Protection clause, which means be very narrowly
drawn, limited in time and capable of evaluation by a court…all
of which were missing at Harvard and UNC…It’s probably
Roberts’ finest hour…To make a simple point, if Brown v. Board
of Education was right, then what these Universities were doing
is completely unConstitutional and very wrong….And end runs
around the ruling are not going to work, because any blanket
favoritism or antagonism is strictly verboten under Equal
Protection, so each applicant has to be considered on his own
merits..

 I’m judging all this based on my experience litigating
Constitutional issues in the Supreme Court with success, and
observing how they go about making such decisions….

• Replies: @Aldonichts
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
121. loner feral cat says:

June 30, 2023 at 9:01 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago   ↑

Meritocratic Lives Matter.
 Supreme Court Ends ‘Systemic Racism’ In America.

 https://www.dailysignal.com/2023/06/30/supreme-court-ends-last-vestige-
systemic-racism-america/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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122. HallParvey says:
June 30, 2023 at 9:37 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров

It looks like someone up there started getting it that one need intelligent, well
educated and gifted people to run the system, build weapons and
technologies to compete with China and so forth so on. They cannot do it with
affirmative actions bringing more morons into higher education. Hence the
trend will be reversed.

Nah. This is just a reaction to the behavior of the beneficiaries of
previous opinions. Nothing much will change. As Shakespeare
said, much ado about nothing.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
123. Rich says:

June 30, 2023 at 9:45 pm GMT • 8.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@chris
When the Aaians finish taking over the Ivy League and
eventually the government, will they show any anger, or look for
vengeance, against the Jewish elite that tried to keep them
down? Or will they just meld into one entity? I’m not sure how
long this will take to play out, but it will be interesting for those
who live long enough to see.

• Replies: @chris, @Brás Cubas
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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124. Aldonichts says: • Website
June 30, 2023 at 10:10 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@pyrrhus
Thanks. In my country to be admitted to a university, everyone
has to pass an exam. Everyone has to study to take the same
test. Of course, first places in school can enter directly to a
university. Public or private. You have money, you can pay the
most expensive university, but first take the test. I’m a lawyer,
because I got the necessary Score to enter there. And at school
I did everything,less study. I just studied un the university.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
125. Bill Jones says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:21 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
The unasked and therefore unanswered question is: Will this
result in fairer treatment for Whites?

Of course not.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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126. Prester John says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:30 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
“Finally, blacks do have some issues worth considering…but
only after their seemingly endless crimes, moochings, refusals to
improve, bastard-making, and love of laziness get broadcast far
and wide and often.”

I agree.This whole subject is redolent of how many angels fit on
the head of a pin. The thing of it is that AA was never about the
ones who behave in the manner you’ve addressed. And it is they
who far outnumber the ones who are trying to get into some Ivy
school. This crap was never a priority until white liberals,
agonizing with guilt and having rubbed their hands raw, decided
to make it so. I say let’s address the shortcomings that abound
in black America first before we deal with how many blacks
should be admitted into Meritocracy U.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
127. Solutions says: • Website

June 30, 2023 at 10:33 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
Has anyone asked ChatGPT 4 his her them it’s opinion as to the
future outworkings of this supreme decision from on high?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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128. whew says:
June 30, 2023 at 10:35 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@Dr. Robert Morgan

tied to that student’s courage and determination.

Affirmative Action for Blacks and Jews will actually increase
severely

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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129. Aleatorius says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:41 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@KenH
It should be 64% white Christians, 15% Mestizos, 12% blacks,
4% Muslims, 2% Jewish, 1% Chinese,1% Hindus and 1% Native
Indians. And each group can nominate their own candidates
based on excellence or jive.

• Replies: @Man Of East
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
130. Boiled Frog says:

June 30, 2023 at 10:43 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
The PTB at the universities and woke corporations will simply
IGNORE this ruling.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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131. Achmed E. Newman says: • Website
June 30, 2023 at 10:58 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago   ↑
@res
It made me lose all confidence in the opinions of the guy. BTW,
he was FOR Trump and against DeSantis, but this was based
on emotion, not reason.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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132. Kratoklastes says:
June 30, 2023 at 11:15 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Jim Richard

The courts were never meant to be our rulers

That depends on what you mean by “meant”; I take it you are
trying to get a handle on the intent of the people who set up the
institutional infrastructure of the Federal government.

Even then, it depends which subset of those people are being
considered” the ‘1776’ crowd, or the ‘1789’ crowd.

Think, in particular, of the subset of the latter that conducted a
coup d’état – by turning a convention to amend the Articles of
Confederation, into the birthplace of a completely new
document, with a great deal of the drafting of the document
taking place in secretive closed sessions.

Key participants – the Hamilton clique – expressly intended the
Constitution to be the foundation of a completely different form
of government to that enshrined in the Articles of
Confederation.

The authors of the Declaration of Independence might not have
intended “the courts … to be our rulers”, but Hamilton – leader of
the 1789 coup – certainly intended a highly-centralised,
powerful Leviathan.

As history shows: Leviathan always has a cadre of pseudo-
intelligentsia whose job is to parse justifications of the brain-farts
of the ruling class… the BlackRobes; the Curia.

Hamilton was basically the ur-Neocon. He would be thrilled at
the prospect that a bunch of government-selected ‘safe hands’
who could be trusted not to rock the boat.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Kratoklastes
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 ♦ Korematsu has not been formally overturned.
 ♦ Buck v Bell has not been formally overturned.

  ♦ South v Maryland has not been formally overturned.

And of course, Marbury v Madison – the root of the source of
‘judicial review’ – started as an attempt to ‘stack’ US courts by
the outgoing (Hamiltonian) Adams… and it should be no
surprise that the Chief Wizard of the BlackRobes – Marshall –
was Adam’s SecState.

Ask yourself why s13 of the Judiciary Act was framed the way it
was – expanding the power of the court beyond its foundational
limits. Look no further than Hamilton wanting a strong Supreme
Court (he had shown this tendency when he litigated Rutgers
[1784]).

The circumlocutive bullshit is stupendous: to ‘fix’ the problem
that s13 gave the BlackRobes appellate jurisdiction that went
beyond ArtIII of the Constitution, Marshall invented ex nihilo a
new power for the BlackRobes – thus extending the
BlackRobes’ bag of magic tricks beyond ArtIII.

To do so, he made reference to Hamilton’s “Federalist #78” –
one of Hamilton’s typically-self-serving brain-farts.

The current US system is proceeding as designed – by
Hamilton.

That’s why he was so keen to get the “Elastic Clause” included
in the Constitution: it would give his Leviathan the power to pass
anything they liked, on the basis that it was ‘necessary and
proper‘ to give effect to some valid Constitutional power.

And he always intended that his empowered BlackRobes would
have the ability to declare such laws to pass muster.

• Thanks: Alden
• Replies: @Alrenous
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133. Kratoklastes says:

June 30, 2023 at 11:33 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@OilcanFloyd

Asian representation at the Ivies is the very tip of the tip of the iceberg as far
as the damage that AA does.

Agree completely: in fact I would go further – in key employment
opportunities, a white man with an Ivy credential in a relevant
field will continue to be passed over by obese white Karens in
HR – who are fully on-board with the whole “AA” shibboleth.

The reason HR-retards fully support bullshit, is that it is their
entire raison d’être: their entire industry is based on the idea that
some 95IQ chick is the correct person to evaluate job applicants
for jobs that she herself does not have the cognitive wherewithal
to perform. This is especially true in ‘prestige’ occupations, and
also in the bureaucracy.

Once that justification for the cancer of HR-retards is properly
undermined, every set of job applications could be done by a
bot: given M available positions, sort applicants by weighted
GPA (with weights according to institutional ranking and field
relevance)… and pick the N>M top applicants for interview.

Think of all the fuckwits in HR that you’ve encountered; those
people are a very specific drain on the entire economy. And of
course they were absolutely all-in on mask mandates;
lockdowns; and jabs.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
• Replies: @OilcanFloyd
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134. Pop Warner says:
June 30, 2023 at 11:38 pm GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon
It doesn’t at all. Asians will be let in in greater numbers, while the
quotas for blacks and hispanics will largely be unchanged as
universities either ignore the ruling or find new ways around it
(outlined by Jackson’s dissent). Jews will still run the elite
campuses.

The new increase in Asian enrollment will come at expense of
the non-jewish White applicants, who will be squeezed from
above and below. So we’ll have more Asians, the same
proportion of blacks, hispanics, and jews, and fewer Whites. But
there won’t be a lawsuit for them.

• Agree: Alden
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135. RoboMoralFascist 1st says:

July 1, 2023 at 12:04 am GMT • 8.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
One of the great estrangements is the ongoing claim of an
implied morality by way of statistics and the actual evasion of
moral principle.

Forget about ever doing the right thing and wait until we gather
50+ years of data to tell us that Affirmative Action was, is and
always will be inane and unjust.

Now… let’s ignore all the data of social destruction from
Affirmative Action from the past 50+ years in some sort of
dismissed blameless sociological theory that never has to
account for anything.
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136. Rooster17 says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:43 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
@xyzxy
They’re creating an army willing to fight their own countrymen.
They’ll say these evil White domestic terrorists are a threat to
democracy, and the new LGBTQ mafia that comprises the US
Military will happily oblige in attempting to eliminate the
perceived threat.
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137. Alden says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:47 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Jim Richard
The founders fully intended that the Supreme Court would rule
over the elected legislature and executive administrative parts in
government. The question was decided in 1804 Marburg vs
Madison ; judicial supremacy.less than ten years after the
constitution was ratified.

Every one of the founders and first Congress critters were
ardent devotees of a French aristocrat, lawyer judge and legal
scholar. Montesquieu. Like the founding fathers, Montesquieu
was a Platonist. Like Plato they all believed there was a natural
aristocracy that would rise to rule.

Only two presidents ever defied a Supreme Court ruling. Andrew
Jackson during the Indian wars expulsion of Cherokees west of
the Mississippi. That was inconsequential. Because the
recalcitrant Indians ceased raiding farms and retreated into the
mountains.

Abraham Lincoln suspended habeas corpus at the beginning of
the civil war. And held about 40,000 northern state journalists
politicians and others opposed to the civil war in county jails for
4 years. Despite a Supreme Court ruling and order that the
prisoners be released and habeas corpus reinstated.

Judicial supremacy was intended from the first.

• Replies: @Alden, @Jim Richard
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138. Alden says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:57 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
@SafeNow
Please check the Harvard admissions website. Harvard stopped
requiring the SATs years ago. An applicant may submit SATs if
they wish. But the SAT score will not be considered for
admission.
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139. Man Of East says:
July 1, 2023 at 1:00 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Aleatorius
How useful it is to grouse about Asian students dominating
Harvard and the Ivies? It’s short-sighted, I think, and misses the
bigger picture. The victory is a battle won, not the war, and
should be used to open new fronts in the ongoing war.

SCOTUS is winning fights conservatives could not. It gifted the
overturning of Roe v Wade, and now affirmative action. But it
can’t be expected to win the moral war by itself, and take up
every front and every skirmish.

The clash continues, for example, ending birthright citizenship,
building the wall and closing the border, limiting immigration and
replacing permanent residency with temporary work visa
programs, and cleaning up elections.

The end of affirmative action will not stop universities from
finding other ways to cheat, but it gives conservatives the legal
and moral high ground. It’s a lever in the pursuit of transparency
and fairness in all areas of American life. It’s a crucial victory,
and a good thing.

And all good things should help people most mistreated by bad
things coming from the left, including poor Appalachian kids and
lower income Americans, black, and in particular white.
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140. Alden says:
July 1, 2023 at 1:12 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
@Alden
Marbury not Marburg. Spell check doesn’t recognize Marbury.
And it should as Marbury vs Madison was the most important
SC decision in our history. A bad bad very bad decision because
it established life tenure appointed judicial supremacy over the
elected president and legislature
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141. Gerry says:

July 1, 2023 at 1:35 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
affirmative action? is that something like what an academic
shared with me once who lived by a motto than went like this:

BELIEVE NOTHING
 TRUST NO ONE

 QUESTION EVERYTHING

got to wonder if he’s still living by that today? if he’s gotten any
answers about life he can bank on? lol
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142. Gerry says:
July 1, 2023 at 1:42 am GMT • 8.3 days ago   ↑
hey, here’s a thought! Some real affirmative action one can truly
bank on big time!!!!

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/ZapMdPTrYFs
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143. Justrambling says:
July 1, 2023 at 2:02 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Lemmy Tellyuh
From your “OK you have a point”, I see little to nothing of
relevance to my post.

Which other country in the post-WWII era comes even close to
the atrocities/regime changes we have committed against
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, North Korea, Iraq, Panama,
Honduras, Haiti, Afghanistan, Syria and Libya? Not to mention
the kangaroo justice meted out to detainees of an enclave of
Cuba that America still occupies. We need to know this so that
America can be judged fairly.
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144. FKA Max says: • Website
July 1, 2023 at 2:22 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Anon

So, particularly in the U.S. the situation is that many of its richest citizens are
not necessarily the creme de la creme when it comes to intelligence, integrity,
humility, modesty, scruples, etc. The current American elite lacks noblesse
oblige, above all else.

– November 10, 2017 https://www.unz.com/jthompson/the-
worlds-iq-86/?showcomments#comment-2072872

The Ivies (yes, I’m a grad) used to be where upper-class boys were both
educated and “finished” for a lifetime of noblesse oblige. Finishing them was
most important. At Harvard, whatever they learned in the classroom, which
often wasn’t much, paled before what they learned from each other. The
parchment was as expected as their future jobs were assured.

– https://www.unz.com/isteve/surprise-former-larper-of-color-liz-
warren-is-taking-personally-that-the-supreme-court-is-shutting-
down-her-old-grift/?showcomments#comment-6035716
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Too much competition/mobility is not good for innovation and quality control. A
certain degree of exclusivity/privilege provides a creative/political “safe space”
and allows one to think long-term, instead of only thinking in short-term
strategies on how to out-compete one’s rivals, etc., which then leads to higher
quality products and outcomes.

The innovations that are hatched in these exclusive, “immobile” spaces, i.e.,
universities, class systems, etc. then benefit the entire society.

It is “trickle-down” science instead of “trickle-down” economics.

Of course, this requires a certain noblesse oblige attitude from the elites,
which I believe is still more prevalent in the British elite than in the U.S. elite.

London Journal; Now It’s Noblesse Oblige vs. the Trickle-Downers
 […]

 http://www.nytimes.com/1990/10/31/world/london-journal-now-it-s-noblesse-
oblige-vs-the-trickle-downers.html [ or https://archive.is/uexQE ]

– December 3, 2017 https://www.unz.com/jthompson/alma-
mater-2018/?showcomments#comment-2102515
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145. Skeptikal says:

July 1, 2023 at 2:28 am GMT • 8.3 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Treg
Interesting, and he may be right.

However, I don’t buy the Boston/net worth argument.

Boston is an old immigrant city with very strong ethnic-identity
neighborhoods and conflicts. Many of those are Catholic (Irish in
Southie, Polish in West End, Italians in North End, blacks in
Roxbury). Then there is Chinatown. Large Portuguese
community. These are the old social/ethnic building blocks of
Boston. Read Malcolm X on Boston.

It is absurd to think that a national racial policy could change the
fundamental characteristics of neighborhoods, loyalties, wealth
building, integrated neighborhoods etc. in a city like Boston.

Liberals tried for decades to impose integration policies on
Boston—especially in the schools—and it was a gigantic shit
show.

So, Shiva might be right that the Kennedys are racists, but the
financial condition of blacks in Boston simply does not work as a
proof of concept.
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146. Pastit says:
July 1, 2023 at 3:17 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@europeasant
Good for you. I’ve bout had enough of hearing about poor blacks
and spics.
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147. anonymous[357] • Disclaimer says:

July 1, 2023 at 3:37 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@cyclingscholar
I don’t believe this story. Why can’t the publication be identified?
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148. Alrenous says: • Website
July 1, 2023 at 4:21 am GMT • 8.2 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Kratoklastes
For contrast, the correct way is to have courts with no power of
enforcement at all. In this case you follow their advice because
it’s good advice.

Devolve enforcement to the individual. Any man can kill any
other man for any reason, provided he’s given a chance to shoot
back. Result: any dispute that’s not worth being shot at over, you
take to the courts. Even an unfavourable decision is less costly
than being shot at.

Bonus: this system cannot develop a prison-industrial complex,
due to the very large fraction of men who will start shooting
rather than submit to prison. There’s simply no point in such
courts or such Judges attempting to hand down cruel and
unusual punishments.

Legislative or Justinian law is absolutely haram.

P.S. The purpose of the alleged “justice” system is to humiliate.
It isn’t intended to suppress crime, which is good, because
Machiavelli was right. If you do small harm all it does is
encourage the criminal to try to get back at you. Humiliation
causes stress, which causes acting out.
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149. anon[191] • Disclaimer says:
July 1, 2023 at 4:52 am GMT • 8.2 days ago   ↑
@Aldonichts
Court has no business in imposing how the private entitites
conduct its business whether it is admitting LGBT or black or
business denying services to LGBT or not preparing particular
wedding cake .
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150. JPS says:

July 1, 2023 at 6:21 am GMT • 8.1 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
They’re not letting people like us back in, I can guarantee you
that. Why do you think they brought all these orientals over here
to begin with?

The prestige of these colleges must inevitably collapse with the
collapse of white civilization. What is the point, ultimately, to
attend watered down undergraduate courses at some campus
full of kikes, hindus, and orientals?

Whites will get to be the jocks. Maybe. I would bet the outcome
of this ruling is more budding nigger teenage criminals on the
varsity teams.
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151. mulga mumblebrain says:
July 1, 2023 at 8:46 am GMT • 8.0 days ago   ↑
@FKA Max
The US system has been created by its sociopaths and
psychopaths, who produced a system that empowers them, and
disempowers all others.

• Replies: @FKA Max
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152. Jim Richard says:

July 1, 2023 at 9:20 am GMT • 8.0 days ago   ↑
@Alden
If that is the case, how many judges did they want as rulers?
Three? Four? Four hundred? Ten thousand? Why is this not
expressly stated?
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153. sarz says:

July 1, 2023 at 10:26 am GMT • 7.9 days ago   ↑
@Upton S.

The Jewish percentage has been declining for a decade already.

That might be due to sleight of hand. Harvard changed the
definition of “Jew” to “religiously observant Jew” in order to
deflect Ron Unz’s embarrassing disclosures.
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154. Wizard of Oz says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:05 pm GMT • 7.9 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
Thanks for reminding me of “noblesse oblige”. While it was part
of my education, though not in those words, I have taken to
referring too often to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs which is a bit
heavy.

I see you have already pressed MM’s mad oversimplifying
button. Perhaps he has reason to think he can discern the
identities and activities of psychopaths and sociopaths on the
principle of “it takes one to know one”.
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155. Anon[122] • Disclaimer says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:36 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@JPS

The prestige of these colleges must inevitably collapse with the collapse of
white civilization. What is the point, ultimately, to attend watered down
undergraduate courses at some campus full of kikes, hindus, and orientals?

I believe, based on acquaintances with some graduates of
Harvard and the Point, in some cases graduates of both
institutions, that the prestige has already collapsed. The
beneficiaries of these elite Diplomas are the not too bright.

As for the kikes, hindus and orientals I am amused that these
people ( who lose no chance to point out how old their
civilizations are, how smart their race is ) want to attend a white
University. You would think that after 4000 years of civilisation
they would have the best Universities in the world. Of course
Fong Dong or Ramnaraine Gopaul Singh can parade through
their villages with their Ivy League certificate stapled to their
head and it is a proud moment for everyone there. Little does
the cheering mob of rural villagers know that their education is
substandard and they are as dumb as ever.

As for Blacks, they get accepted for Law or Accounting but soon
find the going tough. And so….they switch to African studies.
These are only so many jobs for experts in Bantu spear making
or the culinary delights of the cannibal Baluba. LOL.

We can look to South Africa as an example of elite educational
institutions gone to hell. With the influx of East Indians and
Blacks, a SA University degree is worth shit. Students demand a
pass mark of 30% and free everything and when refused they
torch the place.

Talking to University graduates these days is like pulling
fingernails with red hot pliers. There is nothing topside. A
University Education used to mean something but these days is
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worthless !
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156. KenH says:

July 1, 2023 at 12:47 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@anarchyst
One year I was up for a promotion and when it didn’t come I
demanded to know why since I was hearing rumors of a new
policy whereby an upper limit on whites males getting promoted
was set. By the time my promotion was due that limit had been
met so no more white guys were eligible for promotion. My
manager sheepishly admitted this to me and I was blown away.

Prior to that while I had always opposed anti-white affirmative
action I felt that only a very small number of whites were
affected and it always happened to someone else. But then it
happened to a female cousin trying to get admitted to medical
school and a few years later to me, so suddenly it became very
personal for me.

And it’s 100% true that large corporations can afford to absorb
some of the “dead weight” of lesser qualified affirmative action
hires. They usually get light workloads and even struggle with
that. To give them the normal workload of a white guy would be
“discrimination”.
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157. James N. Kennett says:
July 1, 2023 at 12:53 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago   ↑
@Oscar Goldman

Now what about your people’s 10 fold over representative share of ivy league
seas Ron?

Try reading The Myth Of American Meritocracy, see the link at
the end of the article.
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158. littlereddot says:

July 1, 2023 at 1:41 pm GMT • 7.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Anon

want to attend a white University

Because competition in their home countries is so tough that
that those who fail to make it to their own universities, but whose
parents can afford it, invariably send their kids to your “white
universities”.

It is a well known phenomenon in East and Southeast Asia.

The standard advice a parent would give their child, if he is
bright, is “Do you basic degree locally first. Then nobody will
think that you went abroad because you could not make it here.
For your post grad degrees, you can go anywhere you like”.
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159. Anon[336] • Disclaimer says:
July 1, 2023 at 4:13 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@littlereddot

Because competition in their home countries is so tough that that those who
fail to make it to their own universities, but whose parents can afford it,
invariably send their kids to your “white universities”.

I used to drive a high end BMW but sold it as it attracted too
many family and “friends” who had problems only a loan from
me could fix. I now drive a used Toyota Corolla (and plead
poverty) for which I paid 1/10 of the price I shelled out for the
BM. It is just as reliable, drives just as nice but the problem is
that no one pays me any attention when I rock the street. LMAO.

And the moral of this story is this. A shit degree from Harvard or
Yale is worth more than a high end University degree from the
most prestigious Asian University. That is, a Harvard Graduate
with a 30% grade is a highly employable “genius” and a
graduate from an expensive Asian University with a 100% grade
is a complete idiot. It is unfair but the perception translates into
reality or is it the other way around ?? The African tribesman
running around in the Congo has heard about Harvard and Yale
but who knows anything about Peking University.

To your point the less able Asian students whose parents can
afford it send them to Western Universities. I can understand
that. I went to elite very expensive private schools but in fact
was among the class dunces because while our grades were
92% average, that fact was the rest of the class was 95 and in
some cases 100%. We were marked by a hard score (ie 92/100)
none of the stupid B+/ AA and also by position in the class of 30
by subject and by overall score in all subjects. Grade average to
remain in the school was 80%. Fall below that and you were
kicked the fuck out no matter who Mommy and Daddy were !
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Those scores no longer exist in the schools I attended and it is
evident in the students who look like the bottom of the barrel !
Even Oxford and Cambridge is not worth a fart !

One of the disadvantages of Asian kids going to western
universities is that they fall into the wrong crowd. Away from
Mom and Dad to pester them they are perverted by partying,
fucking and smoking weed and drinking beer. Asian parents who
can afford $80K a year generally also buy a Condo and high end
car for the kid. Studying becomes secondary as the kid feels
unleashed from parental scrutiny, control and discipline and the
University does not give a shit. Everyone graduates !

My family owns a Latin American group and send their kids to
the US and Canada to study. Its a form of snobbery, fake elitism
and oneupmanship. They return with the University Certificate
that looks like it just fell from a Christmas tree but they are as
dumb and useless as ever. Other families, more thoughtful
perhaps, and with growing Chinese influence in the region send
their kids to University in China. However at a party a
dunderhead with an MBA from Queens University in Canada is
the toast of the town, a genius from a Chinese University is a
yawn !

Its unfair but the way it is. The whole education system is fucked
up and it shows in the final products they graduate ! Perception
rules. In my BM I was the King Snake. In my Toyota I am a yawn
! Same with Ivy League Universities and the Asian ones.
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160. 24th Alabama says:
July 1, 2023 at 4:55 pm GMT • 7.7 days ago   ↑
@Alrenous
Sorry, Judge, but the death penalty seems a trifle harsh,

 and we have Key West plans for the winter. Thanks for
 your suggestion. Say Hi to Hussy, and here’s lookin’

 atcha Babe!
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161. Howard Sutherland says:
July 1, 2023 at 7:13 pm GMT • 7.6 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@undergraduating
To hell with all three, which will simply ignore this opinion and
carry on discriminating exactly as they have for the last 50
years, confident that no-one will actually stop them. Despite the
wailing from affirmative-action baby Jackson (double-Harvard) in
her dissent, Roberts (also double-Harvard) has left the
discriminators a loophole they can drive supertankers full of
underqualified preferred minorities through:

At the same time, as all parties agree, nothing in this opinion
should be construed as prohibiting universities from considering
an applicant’s discussion of how race affected his or her life, be
it through discrimination, inspiration, or otherwise. (majority
opinion, page 39)

Roberts writes a nice essay about equal protection and the 14th
Amendment, but one wonders if he really means it. He is himself
a product of the exceedingly dishonest university his opinion
affects to correct. I suspect the result, in percentage terms, will
be that black admissions will decline only very slightly as
admissions committees find ways to preserve the ‘black share’,
hispanic admissions will decline some, as they are less
politically radioactive than blacks, Asian (oriental and
subcontinental) admissions will increase, and white admissions
will continue to decrease – but the Jewish percentage will not
decrease in proportion; if anything it may increase. So the
Americans whose ancestors founded the HYP toxic trio will be
just as shut out as before, if not more so.
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162. 24th Alabama says:
July 1, 2023 at 7:48 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
@24th Alabama
“kid” not “babe”
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163. 24th Alabama says:

July 1, 2023 at 8:11 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
@Anon
Sounds like the Beamer and a wad of green did not get the job
done.

 Did you drop out of pre-date-rape counseling early?
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164. FKA Max says: • Website
July 1, 2023 at 8:18 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Wizard of Oz
IMHO, the following is a good proxy and way of measuring and
visualizing “noblesse oblige” or the lack thereof among a
country’s elites, e.g. Quentin Roosevelt, et al.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quentin_Roosevelt , “JFK, et al. and
Kennedy heroism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_P._Kennedy_Jr. and
(American) patriotism […] product of […] Episcopalian/Huguenot
Choate [and Harvard] […] JFK’s iconic speech inspired by ex-
headmaster? […] A notebook where the Choate School
headmaster kept fodder for his sermons included a quote from a
Harvard University dean who wrote: “The youth who loves his
Alma Mater will always ask, not `What can she do for me?’
but `What can I do for her?””
https://www.unz.com/article/watered-down-blood/?
showcomments#comment-5994449 …

Elites and Death in Vietnam and Other U.S. Wars 
 https://www.jstor.org/stable/48609032 or

https://archive.is/EyXAX
 “Research on class bias in military service has focused on

service and death among the economically disadvantaged
during the Vietnam War. This study uses the war records of
elite colleges to examine elite participation in five major
wars. Significant differences in elite participation across
wars are found, with lower rates during the Civil, Korean,
and Vietnam Wars and higher rates during the World Wars.”

 &
 The comparative mortality of an elite group in the long run

of history: an observational analysis of politicians from 11
countries

 “In some countries, such as the US, relative inequalities are at
the greatest level in over 150 years.”

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=FKA+Max
https://www.unz.com/article/anglophobia-down-under-whites-are-demonized-in-90-white-australia/?showcomments#comment-6020191
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quentin_Roosevelt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_P._Kennedy_Jr
https://www.unz.com/article/watered-down-blood/?showcomments#comment-5994449
https://www.jstor.org/stable/48609032
https://archive.is/EyXAX
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10654-022-00885-2 or
https://archive.is/enHY5

 Standardised mortality ratios of politicians compared with the
general population in 11 countries.

• Thanks: Wizard of Oz
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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165. chris says:
July 1, 2023 at 8:19 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Rich
But, Rich, that’s assuming anything will even change as a result
of the ruling. I don’t, by far think this will be the case.

It’s really funny how the ruling is being spun in the news;
absolutely nothing about the collusion and blatant discrimination
of the Ivies against Asians, everything about the effects on
blacks.

And as Ron has shown, ultimately with or without the ruling, the
net result will be that blacks will maintain their percentages,
whites will give a big chunk of theirs to the Asians, and that
chunk will come exclusively from the Catholic and WASP
contingent but certainly not from the Jewish one (this being the
case already in anticipation of this lawsuit). New boss, same as
the old boss.

Against any redress from the new ruling stands the woke-BLM
contention that lack of proportional representation is ipso-facto
proof of discrimination.

If Trump were president during this time, Antifa and its backers
would spill out in the streets again, but as things stand currently,
‘we’ve got a proxy war to fight boys,’ so blacks will not be
agitated to take up arms and they’ll be told to simply rewrite their
application essays for Harvard focusing not just on their skin
color but how that’s made them react in a racist environment!
Voila, problem solved!

As far as the Asians entering the Ivies are concerned, they’re
simply tools, lapping up all the propaganda like mother’s milk.
They’re way too complacent to have developed a spine in the
first generation to have emerged from the morass.

• Replies: @Rich

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=chris
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166. Cyclingscholar says:

July 1, 2023 at 8:53 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
@anonymous
I can’t remember it but it was local. That limits it to the Amherst
Record, The Springfield Union, or the Easthampton Gazette.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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167. Argus says:

July 1, 2023 at 9:18 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago   ↑
Stop using the left’s Orwellian labels like “affirmative action.”
Don’t fall into their framing .

 Call it what it really is – “Affirmative Discrimination”.

• Agree: JPS
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

168. Mr_Chow_Mein says:
July 1, 2023 at 9:19 pm GMT • 7.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
We don’t hobble African Americans so others can compete on
the athletic/sporting fields why do we do so in the intellectual
field so races who don’t have the history of a way of reasoning
can compete for positions that are necessary for an advanced
society to keep advancing.

Anyhow I found that to much weight is put on admission to
certain universities and that Universities became businesses first
and producers of parrots to the current professors, they are
centres of groupthink, we need independent thinkers.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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169. FKA Max says: • Website
July 1, 2023 at 10:28 pm GMT • 7.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@mulga mumblebrain

The US system has been created by its sociopaths and psychopaths, who
produced a system that empowers them, and disempowers all others.

The current “US [elite “meritocracy” eco] system” is neither much
inhabited nor was it recently influenced or created by WASPs,
whom you uninformedly and routinely slander
https://www.unz.com/article/anglophobia-down-under-whites-
are-demonized-in-90-white-australia/?
showcomments#comment-6033028

The Late, Great American WASP
 The old U.S. ruling class had plenty of problems. But are we

really better off with a country run by the self-involved, over-
schooled products of modern meritocracy?

 Dec. 23, 2013
 https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-late-great-american-wasp-

1387586625 or https://archive.is/Fva9O

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=FKA+Max
https://www.unz.com/article/anglophobia-down-under-whites-are-demonized-in-90-white-australia/?showcomments#comment-6020191
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Meritocracy in America starts (and often ends) in what are thought to be
the best colleges and universities. On the meritocratic climb, one’s mettle is
first tested by getting into these institutions—no easy task in the contemporary
overcrowded scramble for admission. Then, of course, one must do well
within them. In England, it was once said that Waterloo and the empire
were built on the playing fields of Eton. The current American imperium
appears to have been built at the offices of the Educational Testing
Service, which administers the SATs.

 […]
 Having been a good student, no matter how good the reputation of the

school—and most of the good schools, we are coming to learn, are
good chiefly in reputation—is no indication of one’s quality or promise
as a leader. A good student might even be more than a bit of a follower,
a conformist, standing ready to give satisfaction to the powers that be
so that one can proceed to the next good school, taking another step up
the ladder of meritocracy.

What our new meritocrats have failed to evince—and what the older
WASP generation prided itself on—is character and the ability to put the
well-being of the nation before their own. Character embodied in
honorable action is at the heart of the novels and stories of Louis Auchincloss,
America’s last unembarrassedly WASP writer. Doing the right thing, especially
in the face of temptations to do otherwise, was the WASP test par excellence.
Most of our meritocrats, by contrast, seem to be in business for
themselves.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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170. John Johnson says:
July 1, 2023 at 10:57 pm GMT • 7.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Unfortunately this ruling is mostly pointless.

The colleges already know how to circumvent AA laws.

They simply discriminate for other criteria that favors non-
Whites.

For a school with limited slots they use in-person interviews for
the final decisions. No discussion or mention of race is required.
Guess the prevailing ideology of anyone making such decisions.
If you are a talented White man then you better fake a
wheelchair or lisp.

To eliminate AA you would have to create a completely blind
system that liberals are unable to manipulate.

They dominate the colleges and will continue a subtle form of
AA which is what happened in states that banned it.

Liberals are the problem. You can’t legislate away their pseudo-
religious beliefs when they are in control of a state system.

The way to defeat the left is to stop d-cking around and admit
that race exists. Stop apologizing for being White. The
weakness of the left is the biological reality of race and always
has been. The “Free market ‘n Christianity” crowd needs to stop
lying. It’s a strategy that ultimately fails.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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171. Rich says:
July 2, 2023 at 12:12 am GMT • 7.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@chris
The Chinese are smarter and tougher than the Jews. Their foot
is in the door, and now more of them will get in. I agree coloreds
will continue to try to scam their way in, but they won’t be able to
stop the Yellow Horde. Overseas Chinese are ruthless
businessmen, the majority of ruling class Jews have grown rich
and fat and aren’t willing, or able, to stop them. They’ve adopted
the same sins as the Anglo elite they displaced. The opportunity
to sue is going to force Asian numbers up, I can’t see any other
result from this ruling.

• Agree: chris
• Replies: @24th Alabama
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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172. FKA Max says: • Website
July 2, 2023 at 1:44 am GMT • 7.3 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@DCThrowback

The Gorsuch analysis was noteworthy.

Yes, and even more so this excerpt…

Trump supporters like crediting him for all of this, but really, any Republican
president would’ve done the same thing. If Mitch McConnell hadn’t taken
the historically unprecedented step of blocking the Merrick Garland
nomination, and if Ginsburg had simply lived a few more months, Trump
would’ve probably only appointed one Supreme Court justice instead of three,
and there would be a 5-4 liberal majority right now. Affirmative action would’ve
been safe for another generation, if not longer. […] Conservatives have
been really lucky.

– https://archive.is/X8eoF#selection-921.0-921.496 or
https://www.richardhanania.com/p/why-sffa-v-harvard-matters

My excitement when Neil Gorsuch’s — whose wife
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neil_Gorsuch#Personal_life is from
across the pond — nomination was announced:

[Patrick Harris says:] Interested to see whether Trump breaks the
Catholic/Jewish stranglehold on the court. I say that partially in jest, but
it’s an interesting sociological phenomenon that the religion of nearly
50% of Americans (I.e. Protestants) has been shut out for nearly 7
years now.

Yes!!!

The nominee is an Episcopalian, and would be the court’s only
Protestant. There are five Catholic and three Jewish members.

[…]
 This is huge!!! I have been waiting for this for a long time…

– February 1, 2017 at 1:55 am GMT
https://www.unz.com/isteve/trumps-supreme-court-nominee/?
showcomments#comment-1748634

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=FKA+Max
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I deeply believe and feel, that this entire string of
“lucky”/meaningful events/coincidences aka synchronicities
https://www.unz.com/jthompson/the-uses-of-literacy-2/?
showcomments#comment-5984447 has been and still is part of
a divinely designed, orchestrated and inspired plan…

God Moves in a Mysterious Way & Hope Springs Eternal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/God_Moves_in_a_Mysterious_Way
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/An_Essay_on_Man

 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/znmZswr2J2w

“Hope humbly then; with trembling pinions soar;
 Wait the great teacher Death; and God adore!

 What future bliss, he gives not thee to know,
 But gives that hope to be thy blessing now.

 Hope springs eternal in the human breast:
 Man never is, but always to be blest:

 The soul, uneasy and confin’d from home,
 Rests and expatiates in a life to come.” –

https://archive.is/SfMuf#selection-1877.1-1905.39 or
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/44899/an-essay-on-
man-epistle-i

https://www.unz.com/jthompson/the-uses-of-literacy-2/?showcomments#comment-5984447
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173. TrueIrish says:

July 2, 2023 at 3:02 am GMT • 7.2 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Howard Sutherland
Let me get this straight – the same powers that want preferential
admits based on race, don’t want race seen by prosecutors
during the review of a police report for filing. They tried that futile
exercise of “race blind” filing in California, and criminal filings
went up against the groups they didn’t want prosecutors to see.
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174. Mr. XYZ says:
July 2, 2023 at 3:21 am GMT • 7.2 days ago   ↑
Seems like Caltech is the only true meritocracy among the elite
US colleges and universities:

Has it really suffered, such as from a loss of prestige, as a result
of this?

• Replies: @littlereddot
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175. littlereddot says:
July 2, 2023 at 4:53 am GMT • 7.2 days ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Anon

And the moral of this story is this. A shit degree from Harvard or Yale is worth
more than a high end University degree from the most prestigious Asian
University.

Your point is valid, and I agree with you. BUT….. it only applies
with the top rung of universities including the Ivy League
universities, Cambridge, Oxford etc.

That however is not what is meant by the original commenter.
He meant American or Western universities in general. It is one
of the standard arguments that Yanks use to make themselves
feel better, and he meant it that way.

But do not underestimate Asian universities, they are rising fast.

The Peking U that you mentioned, at #17 is one slot behind #16
Yale, and outranks #18 Princeton

My own U, at #8 outranks #10 UC Berkeley, #12 U Penn and
#13 Cornell.

https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/world-
university-rankings/2024?&page=1

expensive Asian University

These Asian universities we are talking about are typically state
run. Their purpose is to produce students that are useful to the
national economy. These universities are invariably either FREE
or VERY HIGHLY SUBSIDISED.

As an example, I paid off the student loan of my 6 year degree,
within the FIRST year of graduation.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=littlereddot
https://www.topuniversities.com/university-rankings/world-university-rankings/2024?&page=1
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One of the disadvantages of Asian kids going to western universities is that
they fall into the wrong crowd. Away from Mom and Dad to pester them they
are perverted by partying, fucking and smoking weed and drinking beer. Asian
parents who can afford $80K a year generally also buy a Condo and high end
car for the kid. Studying becomes secondary as the kid feels unleashed from
parental scrutiny, control and discipline and the University does not give a
shit. Everyone graduates !

Exactly. These are the kind of kids that are not disciplined
enough to study for good grades. This is why their families have
to resort to sending them to Western universities.

My family owns a Latin American group and send their kids to the US and
Canada to study. Its a form of snobbery, fake elitism and oneupmanship.

Again, this is similar to motivations in Asia.

If a child can get into Harvard, of course the family will send him
across the oceans happily. But if a child cannot what are his
options? Send the child to one of the local private universities?
These are universally know to be crappy and the last resort of a
child who is unable to get into one of the state run schools.

So if a family can afford it, they send him to a Western U, never
mind how disreputable. At least the family can show that they
can afford to send him overseas.

Perception rules. In my BM I was the King Snake. In my Toyota I am a yawn !

That is because the world is populated by fools. They judge a
man by the amount of money he has.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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176. littlereddot says:
July 2, 2023 at 5:08 am GMT • 7.1 days ago   ↑
@Mr. XYZ
Good point.

But the thing that I wonder about is “why”? What is their
motivation? How does it benefit a university to push affirmitive
action? Surely it is not because minorities pay more in terms of
fees. Are they then only doing what their donors insist?

If so, then is Caltech’s donor/funding structure any different from
the others?
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177. 24th Alabama says:
July 2, 2023 at 8:22 am GMT • 7.0 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Rich
The “Yellow Peril” scare goes back to the 1848 California Gold
Rush when many Chinese arrived to join fortune seekers from
around the world, and in the 1860’s a second wave came to
work on the western section of the Intercontinental Railroad.

The Chinese were resented as alien intruders and industrious
competitors, and not much has changed in the current SAT
score controversy over elite university admissions. There is a
question about the SAT test-takers being an accurate
representation of the Chinese population, and another question
about their motivation and intense preparation creating an
“earned” advantage.

My unscientific guess is that NE Asians have an overall, average
genetic superiority in math and spatial abilities, but that
Caucasians, including South Asians, have more individuals
clustered at the top percentiles. That distribution might explain
the many mathematical and scientific achievements of
Europeans.

In the area of verbal abilities only a complete ignorance of
history would lead one to believe that SAT exams or verbal IQ
tests would somehow explain European achievements in
literature, logic and philosophy, etc. The highest expressions of
intelligence are imagination, originality and creativity. They are
not measurable, nor comparable, but they are instantly
recognized.

• Replies: @anarchyst
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178. OilcanFloyd says:
July 2, 2023 at 2:49 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Kratoklastes

Agree completely: in fact I would go further – in key employment
opportunities, a white man with an Ivy credential in a relevant field will
continue to be passed over by obese white Karens in HR – who are fully on-
board with the whole “AA” shibboleth

.

I assume that is true, but I was approaching AA from below,
which is something that nobody seems to have any concern
about. A white man with a Harvard degree, or who is rejected by
Harvard and has to settle for a very good, but lesser school, will
likely still do well in life. Someone who starts at the bottom with
the intent to work his way up may very well be trapped at the
bottom, or make nowhere near the progress that his efforts and
abilities warrant, due to AA. For some reason, that seems to
concern nobody in elite circles, though the effect on whites just
compounds the issue of being shut out of elite circles in our own
nation.

The reason HR-retards fully support bullshit, is that it is their entire raison
d’être: their entire industry is based on the idea that some 95IQ chick is the
correct person to evaluate job applicants for jobs that she herself does not
have the cognitive wherewithal to perform. This is especially true in ‘prestige’
occupations, and also in the bureaucracy

.

It’s rarely the case that HR chicks are qualified to judge the
qualifications for any job. As far as I can tell their only
qualifications are to be some combination of dumb, weasly,
woke, ruthless and cunning. This is a problem at all levels,
especially the jobs that “any idiot could do.” It’s a big reason why
the U.S. is dysfunctional from top to bottom and sinking fast.
Still, HR ladies are only following orders from above.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=OilcanFloyd
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179. John Johnson says:
July 2, 2023 at 4:06 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@OilcanFloyd
It’s rarely the case that HR chicks are qualified to judge the
qualifications for any job. As far as I can tell their only
qualifications are to be some combination of dumb, weasly,
woke, ruthless and cunning.

You underestimate the bureaucratic idiocy of corporate America.

What happens is that they are the first level of contact.

So they ask questions like “do you know XYZ?” without knowing
what that means. Which means you have to answer the
questions without highlighting their obvious lack of knowledge in
your skill area. This can be really aggravating because they
won’t know how X overlaps Y and you are explaining it to a
women’s study major who hates math…. and resents White
men.

At any time they can dump a candidate for some arbitrary
reason. So liberal/egalitarian feels can enter the equation.

White men should avoid corporate America in general. As with
the government they have gone stupid trying to pretend that
biology doesn’t exist. Reality denial is unhealthy and leads to
poor decisions.

White men should start a business or join the trades. Forget
office work unless you are highly specialized and can walk at a
moment’s notice.

• Agree: 24th Alabama
• Replies: @OilcanFloyd
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180. John Johnson says:
July 2, 2023 at 4:20 pm GMT • 6.7 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
Addition: So the HR lady with the women’s studies bachelor
degree and masters in drinking games and cock sampling
gathers the pool of candidates for the manager.

She checks your references and asks nosey questions like why
you didn’t work for a summer. God forbid you actually not work
for 2 months of your life.

You have to sit there and smile and hope her liberal resentment
feels don’t come into play.

One thing you can do is trap her into thinking that you vote for
the Democrats. Let her ask a question and respond along the
lines of “I was campaigning for so and so…oh wait I probably
shouldn’t say the candidate… er I mean political work”.

Let her think that she found out you vote Democrat. With women
and egalitarians in general the better play is to make them think
it was their doing.

I live in rural America where diesel mechanics currently make
around $80k so I honestly don’t know why so many White men
even bother with this bullshit. Eventually the truth of human
evolution will come out and these egalitarians will have a harder
time convincing themselves that lying leads to progress. Until
then Whites should find reliable sources of income. They should
return to starting family businesses and not encouraging the rat
race for their children.

• Agree: Achmed E. Newman
• Replies: @24th Alabama
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181. SBaker says:
July 2, 2023 at 5:51 pm GMT • 6.6 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Unz Fan man

That WOMEN gain the most from affirmative action, not just in colleges but in
everywhere! This can all be traced to Title VII in 1964 civil rights act (and in
turn to soviet communism). Women are in huge college and jobs admissions
benefiting from affirmative action unnaturally far more than racial minorities
ever could.

In terms of relative benefit by qualified applicants, yes, women
have benefited substantially, but not more than Africans. In
terms of relative numbers of qualified applicants and acceptance
rate of unqualified applicants, Africans are way over the top.

85% of the veterinary students are now women. They have
taken over the profession and higher education makes white
males feel unwelcome most anywhere on campus outside
LGBTPQP studies.
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182. eah says:
July 2, 2023 at 8:00 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
The most noteworthy things about the decisions are 1) the
breakdown of the vote: 3 of 4 women voted to continue explicit
racial preferences in Students for Fair Admissions v.
University of North Carolina, whereas Jackson recused
herself in Students for Fair Admissions v. Harvard, otherwise
the vote would have been the same, and 2) the quality of the
legal reasoning (or better the lack of it) in the dissents.

Today there are approx 25% more women than men attending
law school — in 1970 it was 10:1 men — it is only a matter of
time before the consequences of this play out in society,
including judgeships.

• Replies: @FKA Max, @res
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183. FKA Max says: • Website
July 2, 2023 at 9:22 pm GMT • 6.5 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@eah

The most noteworthy things about the decisions are 1) the breakdown of the
vote: 3 of 4 women voted to continue explicit racial preferences […] Today
there are approx 25% more women than men attending law school — in 1970
it was 10:1 men — it is only a matter of time before the consequences of this
play out in society, including judgeships.

I think ethnicity is more important than gender in this regard.
Whites are are still about 70% of enrollments at law schools, and
also attend the higher tier/ranked law schools (Tier 1,2 and 3) at
higher rates (75+%), which have higher post-graduation
employment rates.

Trends In Law School Enrollment Since The Great
Recession

 May 5, 2021
 https://taxprof.typepad.com/taxprof_blog/2021/05/trends-in-law-

school-enrollment-since-the-great-recession.html or
https://archive.is/ICO9z

Women, African American students, and Hispanic students are
disproportionately enrolled in lower-ranked schools with lower rates of
bar passage and post-graduation employment. It is thus unclear to what
extent the changing diversity of law students will translate into greater
diversity in the legal profession.

 […]
 Asian American enrollment has declined more steeply than any other

group since the recession. As a result, the number of Asian American
lawyers, after rising for four decades, will begin to stagnate in the year
2030.
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I have also pointed out before, that Asians have lower first-time
pass rates than Whites on the California bar exam, for example
“One-fourth of all the lawyers are in just two states: New
York (187,246 lawyers) and California (170,306 lawyers).
Combined, they have 27% of the nation’s lawyers.”
https://archive.is/XacPe#selection-621.0-621.163 or
https://www.abalegalprofile.com/demographics.php

https://archive.is/ICO9z/92937e20a717cbb18bec2f682d3b84798acd0ad3.png
https://archive.is/XacPe#selection-621.0-621.163
https://www.abalegalprofile.com/demographics.php
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Image Source: https://www.unz.com/article/anglophobia-down-
under-whites-are-demonized-in-90-white-australia/?
showcomments#comment-6014938

1L Non-Transfer Attrition Rates at ABA-approved law
schools, 2016-17

 “Non-transfer attrition refers to students who discontinue their
legal education for any reason other than transfer to another law
school.“

Image Source: ABA Data Reveals Minority Students Are
Disproportionately Represented in Attrition Figures
https://www.accesslex.org/xblog/aba-data-reveals-minority-
students-are-disproportionately-represented-in-attrition-figures
or https://archive.is/mGOT3
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184. FKA Max says: • Website
July 2, 2023 at 10:10 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max

I think ethnicity is more important than gender in this regard. Whites are [] still
about 70% of enrollments at law schools, and also attend the higher
tier/ranked law schools (Tier 1,2 and 3) at higher rates (75+%), which have
higher post-graduation employment rates.

Here are 2015 stats on opposition to affirmative action by
gender and ethnicity. Men were/are actually more in favor of
affirmative action for racial minorities than Whites. Hispanic men
were/are as likely as White women to be in favor of affirmative
action for racial minorities:

&
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Image Source: Higher Support for Gender Affirmative Action
Than Race https://news.gallup.com/poll/184772/higher-support-
gender-affirmative-action-race.aspx or https://archive.is/Nl7eo
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185. Gene Su says:
July 2, 2023 at 11:17 pm GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
I said this before and I will say this again. If I had my way, I
would get rid of affirmative action in all areas with one key
exception. I would have only black police officers in black
neighborhoods and Hispanic police officers in Hispanic
neighborhoods. Before you say that I am a bleeding heart
liberal, remember that 100 years ago, whites would not have
allowed black police officers or blacks in any position of authority
administer their neighborhoods in any way.
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186. EyeEye says:
July 3, 2023 at 12:05 am GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
One way for a Gentile White man to get into Harvard is to either
be gay or pretend at being gay and concoct childhood
persecution stories (e.g. savage beatings by rednecks wearing
MAGA hats). If you were feeling adventurous you could pretend
to also be Jewish . The Jewish part might be harder to pull off
because (from what I hear) many of the admissions officers are
Jewish. Unless you really did your homework they might be
figure out that you were lying.
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187. John Johnson says:
July 3, 2023 at 12:07 am GMT • 6.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Gene Su
I always thought Black officers in Black areas was the best
solution.

No need to worry about racist White police holding down Blacks
and Black officers are known to be less lenient of certain
nagging behaviors as they aren’t as worried about ending up on
CNN.

Only problem however is that there is a severe lack of them.
Chicago hires White cops that can live 2-3 hours away in the
burbs. They work a 4 10 and stay at a hotel. Kind of sad that
they don’t see their family during the week but that is race denial
in America. An entire army of Whites commutes into Black areas
to work certain jobs.

Chicago would happily hire more Black cops if the candidates
were available. The cities run into the same supply and demand
problem whereby qualified Blacks in the burbs can draw large
salaries with AA points. Meaning they can have job security
without risking getting shot in a city like Chicago.
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188. FKA Max says: • Website
July 3, 2023 at 2:22 am GMT • 6.3 days ago • 300 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
This is an interesting potential “white pill” paper (Click [MORE]
button below for details), that if right could mean that today’s
White law students and future lawyers, judges and justices are
and will be less Jewish-White than in the past 100 years and
especially than in the last 50 years, perhaps they will be even
more WASP-ish again a la Neil Gorsuch
https://www.unz.com/announcement/the-fall-of-affirmative-
action/#comment-6038404 …

Jewish Lawyers and the U.S. Legal Profession: the End of
the Affair?

 2020
 https://digitalcommons.tourolaw.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?

article=3230&context=lawreview or
 https://web.archive.org/web/20230703015020/https://digitalcom

mons.tourolaw.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?
article=3230&context=lawreview

 “In America law is king, and lawyers are high priests of a civic-
religion, an aristocracy, members of a highly paid, well-regarded
governing class. Unsurprisingly, the majority of American
lawyers in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were upper-
and aspiring middle-class Protestants. At the turn of the
twentieth century, however, waves of immigrants, Jewish and
otherwise, aspiring to prove themselves as American and
seeking elevated economic, social and cultural status, out of
backbreaking blue-collar jobs and into the middle class flocked
to law schools.” – pp. 12-13 PDF

 …
 “Tracking this evolving confluence of circumstances in the

twenty-first century, the Confluence of Circumstances theory
suggests that the affinity between Jews and the U.S. legal
profession may be in decline. This, to be sure, does not mean
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that law practice is unwelcoming to Jews. Rather, the practice of
law may no longer be a particularly attractive proposition for
America’s Jews. This development, however, may not be bad
news for American Jews: law practice has run its course as a
vehicle of positive social change for Jews as members of a
previously excluded group who have succeeded in utilizing law
and law practice to pursue the American Dream and have
achieved elevated status, upper socioeconomic mobility, equality
and justice.” – p. 46 PDF
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189. littlereddot says:
July 3, 2023 at 5:27 am GMT • 6.1 days ago   ↑
@FKA Max
Speaking of lawyers….

Here is a little entertaining 3 min video from Rowan “Mr Bean”
Atkinson playing “Toby the Devil”.
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190. eah says:
July 3, 2023 at 5:35 am GMT • 6.1 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
>I think ethnicity is more important than gender in this regard.

If you think that, then you haven’t been paying attention to how
single and college educated white women vote (‘Among white
women with a college degree, support for Biden was on par with
support for Clinton in 2016, 59%-40% in 2020’). And how white
women in political office behave (especially high political office).
Or what kinds of Whites attend BLM and similar ‘protests’
(Elizabeth Sines of Sines v Kessler).

It’s not only law school — women now significantly outnumber
men in college generally — because women generally marry
‘up’, meaning they choose husbands who have greater SES
than they do, large numbers of these women will not find
suitable marriage partners, which will further sink marriage and
birth rates among Whites.

It’s a developing potential disaster for Western civilization (‘Do
those subjective, informal, empathetic norms prevail?’).

There’s a reason women were not allowed to have a say in
political affairs in the West until relatively recently.
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191. OilcanFloyd says:
July 3, 2023 at 1:15 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@John Johnson

You underestimate the bureaucratic idiocy of corporate America.

What happens is that they are the first level of contact.

Of course, the bureaucracy is filled with people over their heads
and following instructions from above, but it’s all working as
planned under the law. It’s common discrimination and power
politics, but it works with support from the government and
elites.

White men should start a business or join the trades. Forget office work
unless you are highly specialized and can walk at a moment’s notice.

I’m not talking about office work. My experience is from trades,
and blue-collar work. I think those are the areas where AA hit
the earliest and the hardest, because that’s where most
minorities are found, the people affected are viewed as
replaceable without issue, and the jobs of little importance.

Not everyone is suited to run a business or work as a skilled
tradesman, but that is the advice that I give to my son if he
doesn’t want to go into engineering or STEM. He’ll definitely go
nowhere the military.
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192. res says:
July 3, 2023 at 1:38 pm GMT • 5.8 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@eah

it is only a matter of time before the consequences of this play out in society,
including judgeships.

Happening already. Here are some state court judge statistics
from 2008-2023.

 https://www.nawj.org/statistics
 https://www.nawj.org/statistics/2008-us-state-court-women-

judges
 https://www.nawj.org/www.nawj.org/statistics/2023-us-state-

court-women-judges

2008 State Court Judges in the US: 4,179 women / 16,805 total (25%)
 …

 2023 State Court Judges in the US: 6,056 women / 17,778 total (34%)

Maps at the links have details by state. I wish they had made
those maps choropleths to show the differences more clearly.
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193. FKA Max says: • Website

July 3, 2023 at 8:18 pm GMT • 5.5 days ago • 600 Words   ↑
@eah
I have discussed these issues at length relatively recently, e.g.
female hypergamy, etc.
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194. Howard Sutherland says:
July 3, 2023 at 8:45 pm GMT • 5.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@EyeEye
Anecdotal but perhaps indicative. When I applied to a handful of
ivy-league schools 40-odd years ago, every admissions officer I
had an interview with, without exception, was Jewish. My guess
would be that, in the meantime, the number of non-Jewish
whites in their admissions offices has been severely whittled
down, their places taken by various POCs, while the Jewish core
– including most actual decision-makers – has held steady or
grown.

 I confess I do not have statistics to substantiate my surmise, but
looking at who the presidents and provosts of those schools are,
and have been for decades now, it seems very likely. And would
go a long way towards explaining Ron Unz’s more controversial
findings about ivy-league – especially Harvard – admissions.
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195. FKA Max says: • Website
July 3, 2023 at 10:10 pm GMT • 5.4 days ago • 400 Words   ↑
@littlereddot
The Jewish overrepresentation in the legal profession and in
legal scholarship (particularly in the U.S.) over the past 100
years probably contributed to this negative public perception of
the legal profession and the field of law (and (criminal) justice) in
general…

In modern times, Jews reached prominence as judges in America: among
them Brandeis, Cardozo and Felix Frankfurter. Ruth Bader Ginsburg was the
first Jewish woman to be appointed to the Supreme Court. In Britain, between
1996 and 2008, two of Britain’s three Lord Chief Justices were Jewish: Peter
Taylor and Harry Woolf. In Germany in the early 1930s, though Jews were
0.7% of the population, they represented 16.6% of lawyers and judges.

– https://archive.is/2Epkk#selection-2939.0-2939.438 or
https://www.thejewishnews.com/judaism/a-word-of-torah-why-
are-there-so-many-jewish-lawyers/article_b205be58-ed1e-57ec-
8bff-1ee4b7ae780e.html

the term “achievement quotient” to quantify Jewish achievement. As an
example, an achievement quotient of 3 means that, in proportion to the
population, they are three times more likely to have achieved. The following
achievement quotients apply to Jews in the United States […] Jews in the
professions and academia. There is a large overrepresentation of Jews in
the professions, with an achievement quotient of […] 3.3 for lawyers […]
There is a disproportionate number of Jews on elite university faculties
with an achievement quotient of 13.3 for law

 […]
 Overrepresentation of students in Ivy League universities. In 1919 the

percentage of Jewish students was 20% for Harvard, 13% for Yale, 20% for
Brown, 25% for Pennsylvania, and 40% for Columbia. At that time the [then
WASPy] Ivy League universities began to use various transparent ways
to keep their Jewish enrollment down, such as on the basis of last
names or by various intangible qualities such as ‘manliness,’
‘uprightness,’ ‘cleanliness,’ and ‘native refinement.’ In 1957, 23% of Ivy
League university students were Jewish.
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– Jewish Population Percentage in the U.S. States: An Index
of Opportunity https://archive.is/LNzSv#selection-1819.6-
1819.280 or
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.2466/17.49.CP.3.8

See Careers with highest proportion of psychopaths
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychopathy_in_the_workplace#Ca

reers_with_highest_proportion_of_psychopaths and
Ashkepathy
http://web.archive.org/web/20190504043203/https://heartiste.wo
rdpress.com/2017/06/19/ashkepathy/ or
https://www.unz.com/article/intersectionality-of-the-smart-but-
poor/?showcomments#comment-5837076
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196. Zarathustra says:
July 4, 2023 at 9:26 pm GMT • 4.5 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Сергей Гончаров
Another pathetic nonsense coming from your nose.

 Zionist do not care about technical education. They do not pay
any attention to it.

 These Elite Universities create philosophers, lawyers, and all
kind of spiritual workers that will be part

 of the government.
 Concerning affirmative action.

 Republicans are going only half way to Zionist demands. That is
absolutely unexpectable to Zionist.

 Democrats are obeying dogs but they keep messing up
whatever they touch.

 So Zionist by affirmative action want to create pool of negros
and females from which they can pick

 a totally robotic government controlled by AI. And then Zionist
Job will be prefect with minimum effort.
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197. anarchyst says:
July 4, 2023 at 10:38 pm GMT • 4.4 days ago • 200 Words   ↑
@24th Alabama
Your statement:

“My unscientific guess is that NE Asians have an overall,
average genetic superiority in math and spatial abilities, but that
Caucasians, including South Asians, have more individuals
clustered at the top percentiles. That distribution might explain
the many mathematical and scientific achievements of
Europeans.”

..bears further clarification.

Asians excel in their educational pursuits as in Asian
households, education is highly valued. The “Tiger Mom” and a
“B” grade being considered an Asian “F” grade are realities in
Asian household and cultures.

 That being said, Asians perform well in groups where consensus
and cooperation are highly valued. Thinking “outside the box” is
frowned upon, especially when it goes against the “grain” of the
group.

 A good example of conformism is that of Asian professional
musicians. Although Asians can play a Mozart or Bach piece
flawlessly and perfectly, quite often their performance lacks
“soul”. You see, slight imperfections or exaggerations in a
musical piece add emotion and “soul” to a performance,
something that is lacking in many “perfect” performances by
Asian musicians.

 This is where Caucasian Whites have the advantage. Whites are
more likely to take chances, don’t always conform to “group
culture” and “groupthink” and DO take chances and think
“outside the box”.

 This in no way denigrates the many accomplishments and
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successes of Asians, but merely that there are cultural
differences that come into play in every ethnic group.

 Best regards,
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198. Wizard of Oz says:

July 5, 2023 at 9:03 am GMT • 4.0 days ago   ↑
@FKA Max
Noted
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199. Brás Cubas says:

July 5, 2023 at 3:12 pm GMT • 3.7 days ago   ↑
@Rich
Odds are Asians and Jews will get along, intermarry, and have
mixed-race kids. They are probably already doing that — take
Mark Zuckerberg and Priscilla Chan, for example.
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200. res says:
July 5, 2023 at 11:11 pm GMT • 3.4 days ago • 100 Words   ↑
@FKA Max
Thanks. Interesting article with some good points, but I’m not
sure I like the positive feedback loop that adds to existing
inequality. I think he is a bit quick to equate wealth with value
and ability.

As a bonus, I really liked the top rated comment there (from
Brandon Berg).

Isn’t it weird how denying evolution is low-status, but denying genetics is high-
status?

The second highest rated comment there (from G.M. Baker) did
a good job of expanding on part of what I was trying to say.
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